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Mastering the Nikon D850 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information
and insights for owners of the new D850 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate
past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera
equipment.This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way that far
surpasses the user’s manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step
setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each
option. Every button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly
manner, with suggestions for setup according to various shooting styles.Darrell’s friendly and
informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions, while feeling as if a friend
dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes beyond the camera itself
and also covers basic photography technique.
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2: Exposure ModesSection 3: HistogramAuthor’s ConclusionCHAPTER 10White BalanceHow
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AdjustmentManual White Balance Using the WB ButtonFine-Tuning White BalanceEditing the
PRE WB Comment FieldUsing the White Balance from a Previous ImageProtecting a White
Balance PresetAuto White BalanceShould I Worry about White Balance If I Shoot in RAW
Mode?White Balance Tips and TricksAuthor’s ConclusionCHAPTER 11Autofocus, AF-Area, and
Release ModesSection 1: Autofocus in Viewfinder PhotographySection 2: Autofocus in Live
View PhotographySection 3: Release ModesAuthor’s ConclusionCHAPTER 12Live View
PhotographyLive View ModeOpening Notes on Using Live View Photography ModeScreen
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ConclusionAfterwordForewordThis is the 18th Anniversary of the Nikonians® community and
this is the 18th book in the Mastering the Nikon® DSLR book series, authored by Nikonian
Darrell Young (known to us as DigitalDarrell).Each time Nikon unveils a new model, Darrell does
a detailed study of the engineering behind the camera, making him a virtual encyclopedic
source of valuable information. The next step is to transfer that information to you, the reader, in
an easy-to-follow manner, making him a friendly tutor instead of a professor talking down to a
student. His progression in writing has been just as amazing as Nikon’s progression in
introducing a host of new and extremely complex features in each new camera.This joint venture
between Nikonians Press and Rocky Nook has developed a strong following in the camera
instruction genre and Darrell’s fastidious attention to detail has been the key ingredient in that
trend.One would think that a steady stream of new cameras, just like new cars, would be a
simple matter of adding new features to current inventory. Darrell knows better. Quite often the
“newest thing” involves a total engineering reboot—starting from scratch. When that happens, it
takes a keen sleuth to dig up the reasoning behind the fresh start, and then explain it in everyday
language to you, his reader.The Nikon D850 is one of such cases. Not an upgrade of the D810/
D750—which are magnificent—but a completely new camera. For example, with its big,
luxurious 45.4 MP backlit FX imaging sensor (CMOS BSI) and the new, more powerful EXPEED
5 microprocessor, it has expanded its dynamic range and image quality like no other DSLR
camera today.The Nikon D850 is clearly the most advanced general-purpose camera Nikon has



ever made, with a lightweight, weather-sealed, magnesium alloy body; medium-format level
imaging quality; and amazingly improved autofocus. Costing many thousands of dollars less
than comparable medium format cameras, the Nikon D850 is faster and more feature rich than
even some of the world’s most expensive cameras. Its external control system has been refined
so that all controls are within easy reach for various hand sizes, plus it has the new fingertip
touch, pinch, and swipe control interface for smartphone-like handling of camera menus and
internal settings.We fully agree with Darrell’s statement: “Because of the multi-genre focus of the
Nikon D850, it can be successfully used for anything from unhurried landscapes to high-speed
sports. It can easily handle advanced portraiture and 3D-tracking wildlife capture. The Nikon
D850 gives a strong edge to advanced amateur, enthusiast, and professional photographers
and videographers. If you want to carry just one comparatively lightweight camera with you for all
styles of photography, the new Nikon D850 will do the job.”The long hours Darrell spent with this
camera were enhanced by equally long hours devoted to its predecessors. With all the factual
elements before him, Darrell has once again produced an easy-to-follow guide that not only
complements, but in most cases exceeds the depth of information to be found in the Owner’s
Manual. As you read the pages that follow, you will be the beneficiary of his diligence and
painstaking attention to detail.We are proud to include his impressive credentials and body of
work in our ever-growing and never-ending resources for our community, such as the Nikonians
forums, The Nikonian eZine, Nikonians Academy Workshops, Nikonians News Blog, our Wiki,
galleries, members’ portfolios, eBooks, and newsletters. Our community continues to grow as
we now surpass 550,000 members on record.Nikonians has earned a reputation as a friendly,
reliable, informative, and passionate Nikon® user’s community thanks in great measure to
members like our own DigitalDarrell, who have taken the time to share the results of their
experiences with Nikon imaging equipment.Enjoy this book, the Nikonians community, and your
Nikons.J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs)Nikonians FoundersNote: As a
purchaser of this book, you are entitled to a discount on a new Nikonians Gold Membership.
Find the voucher code on the coupon page in the front of this book and use it to become a new
Gold Member. The voucher code is for a first-time Gold Membership and cannot be used for
membership renewal.Camera Body ReferenceFollowing are the locations and names of all the
controls mentioned in this book. You may want to place a bookmark here so you can refer back
to this control location reference list when an unfamiliar control name is mentioned in the book.
This list covers 67 separate external camera controls, showing their locations and Nikon-
supplied names.Figure 1: Back of cameraBack of Camera (figure 1)1. Accessory shoe (hot
shoe)2. Eyepiece shutter lever3. Delete/Format button4. Playback button5. Viewfinder
eyepiece6. MENU button7. Protect/Help/Picture Control button8. Playback zoom in button9.
Thumbnail/Playback zoom out/Flash button10. OK button11. Fn2 button12. Monitor (tilting
capability)13. Memory card access lamp14. i button15. Live view button (Lv)16. Live view
selector17. info button18. Memory card slot cover19. Focus selector lock20. Multi selector
center button21. Multi selector (pad)22. Sub-selector (joystick)23. AF-ON button24. Main



command dial25. Speaker26. Diopter adjustment controlFigure 2: Top of cameraTop of Camera
(figure 2)27. Release mode dial lock release button28. QUAL button (image quality and size)29.
WB button (white balance)30. MODE button (exposure modes)31. Release mode dial32.
Metering button33. Self-timer lamp34. Control panel35. Movie-record button36. ISO/Format
button (ISO sensitivity and card formatting)37. +/− Exposure compensation button38. Shutter-
release button39. Power and backlight switchFigure 3: Front of cameraFront of Camera (figure
3)40. Stereo microphone (right channel, for left channel see #55)41. Sub-command dial42.
Depth-of-field preview (Pv) button43. Fn1 button44. Screwdriver AF lens focus driver45. Lens
mount (F-mount)46. Reflex mirror (focal-plane shutter and DX imaging sensor is behind)47. CPU
contacts (lens electronic connections)48. Lens lock pin (retracted by Lens release button,
#51)49. Focus-mode selector switch50. AF-mode button51. Lens release button52. Mounting
index (lens)53. 10-pin remote terminal cover54. Flash sync terminal cover55. Stereo microphone
(left channel, for right channel see #40)56. BKT button (bracketing)57. Meter coupling
leverFigure 4: Camera connectors under the rubber Connector coverExternal Connectors (figure
4)58. Headphone connector (3.5mm stereo mini-pin jack)59. Connector for external microphone
(3.5mm stereo mini-pin jack)60. USB connector (USB 3.0 micro USB)61. HDMI mini-pin
connector (Type C)Figure 5: Bottom of cameraBottom of Camera (figure 5)62. Power connector
cover63. Battery-chamber cover latch64. Battery-chamber cover65. Camera ID, battery info,
manufacturer info, and serial number plate66. Tripod socket67. Contact cover for optional MB-
D18 battery packColors and Wording LegendThroughout the book, you’ll notice that in the
numbered, step-by-step instructions there are colored terms as well as terms that are displayed
in italic font.1. Blue is used to refer to the camera’s physical features.2. Green is for functions and
settings displayed on the camera’s LCD screens.3. Italic is for textual prompts seen on the
camera’s LCD screens.4. Italic or bold italic is also used on select occasions for special
emphasis.Here is a sample paragraph with the colors and italic font in use:Press the MENU
button to reach the Setup Menu and then scroll to the Format memory card option by pressing
the down on the Multi selector pad. You will see the following message: All images on Memory
card will be deleted. OK? Select Yes and then press the OK button. Please make sure you’ve
transferred all your images first!01 Introduction and Initial Camera SetupColors of Kyoto © 2018
Richard Faris (Rrfaris)Congratulations on your purchase of a Nikon D850 camera, one of the
most exciting new Nikons released in several years! The D850 is a full-frame (FX), hybrid-digital,
single-lens reflex (HD-SLR) camera in Nikon’s line of professional digital cameras.The D850 has
a full-blown radio-frequency control system built in, including Wi-Fi and low-energy Bluetooth, so
that it can communicate directly with your smart device (smartphone and tablet) using the Nikon
SnapBridge app. You can manually or automatically send pictures and video to your smart
device (2 megapixel [MP] or full-size), embed Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) location data
into your images, or even use your smart device to control the camera remotely.Additionally, with
the purchase of a Nikon WR-10 Wireless Remote Controller Set, you can use the D850 to
control other Nikon D850 cameras—and future Nikon cameras—in a master/slave relationship,



or multiple banks of Speedlight flash units. The cool thing is that you are using radio-frequency
control to do all these things, including flash control (with compatible flash units).The D850
simply has everything a professional or enthusiast photographer needs to bring home incredibly
good images. The image quality is so high, the dynamic range so deep, the autofocus so exact,
the 7- to 9-frames-per-second shooting rate so fast, and the file size so perfect that it may be
years before you need another Nikon! Not since the famous Nikon D810 has there been such a
robust, pro-level FX camera for those of us who love the look of a FX image. It’s finally here and
you own one!The amazingly high resolution of the 45.7 MP sensor, for superb still images and
clean, broadcast-quality video—HD (720p), Full HD (1080p), and UHD 4K (2160p)—makes the
D850 one of the world’s best HD-SLR cameras.In my opinion, the image is what counts, and the
Nikon D850 can deliver the highest-quality FX images out there. In fact, the D850 has achieved
a camera rating at DXO Labs of 100 points. No other camera has reached that level before now.
The D850 has set a new standard for image quality in the industry. It has 14.8 EV of dynamic
range, a 26.4 bit color depth, and a BSI (backlit) CMOS full-frame sensor with no optical low-
pass filter, for breathtaking image quality!The camera has a robust 32.3 ounce (915 gram)
camera body designed to last. Instead of buying a new DSLR every couple of years, you can put
your money into new Nikkor lenses instead.Having written a book for nearly all enthusiast and
professional small-bodied Nikons since 2007, I have seen the complexity of Nikon DSLRs grow
with each new generation. In my experience, the Nikon D850 is the most complex (feature-rich)
Nikon I have ever used.This camera is extremely configurable; it has multiple programmable
buttons, allowing you to use it for virtually any style of photography. To get the best use out of the
camera, it is important to spend time with this book and your camera in hand.Use Mastering the
Nikon D850 to carefully examine each of the features built into the camera so that you will be
prepared to use it for better photography later. Prepare to experiment so that you can wrap your
mind around some of the new, powerful features. There are many of them!Without further ado,
let’s learn how to configure and use your new D850.What is the Purpose of This Book?
Mastering the Nikon D850 is not so much a book about general photography principles as it is a
book about understanding the inner and outer workings of the Nikon D850. Photographic
principles are discussed, but only in relation to how a certain control or setting will affect the
execution of that principle.In other words, this book does not directly teach you how to become a
better photographer, but instead shows how the D850 works so that you can use it expertly to
make great pictures. There are many, many books out there that will help you become a better
photographer with any camera. This book gives you a deep understanding of the Nikon D850 so
that you can use it to its maximum potential.In this book, I have attempted to balance the needs
of a new DSLR user with the needs of an enthusiast or professional photographer. I cover the
entire camera in great detail, with easy-to-understand terms, tips, and suggestions, so that you
will have a much better understanding of its many settings.There are literally hundreds of things
to configure on this advanced DSLR. In this chapter, I’ll give a new D850 user a place to start.
Later, as you progress through this book, we’ll look at all the buttons, switches, dials, and menu



settings in detail, which will allow you to fully master the operation of your Nikon D850.Each
menu in the camera has its own chapter or section. Plus there is additional information on how to
put it all together in chapters like Metering, Exposure Modes, and Histogram; White Balance;
Autofocus, AF-Area, and Release Modes; and Live View Photography. Since the D850 has a
movie mode, we’ll cover video capture in a separate chapter, Movie Live View.Things to Know
When Reading This BookHere are a couple of things you’ll need to remember as you read this
book:I use Nikon-assigned names for the controls on the camera, as found in the Nikon D850
User’s Manual (and Menu Guide). For instance, I may say something like “press the Playback
zoom out button” to show you how to execute some function, and you’ll need to know where this
button is located. Use the Camera Body Reference in the front of the book to memorize the
locations of the camera controls.I have provided page number references to the Nikon D850
User’s Manual (included with the camera) and the Nikon D850 Menu Guide (download from
Internet) at the beginning of most sections in case you want to refer to them for additional
information about the camera settings. Using the two Nikon manuals is entirely optional and is
not required to fully learn how to use your camera with this book. If you have no interest in using
the Nikon manual(s), simply ignore the page number references.First-Time HD-SLR
UsersAlthough the D850 is an advanced enthusiast and professional camera, many brand-new
HD-SLR users have purchased a D850 as their first DSLR-type camera. New users may not
know how to attach and remove a lens or change the battery, and they may need help with
inserting and formatting memory cards.The majority of this book’s readers, however, already
know how to perform these tasks. I do not want to ask a more experienced DSLR user to read
over the basics of DSLR use, so I’ve created a document called Initial Hardware Considerations
that you can download from the following website:Let’s begin a deeper examination of the
camera by learning about the Menu system within it.Accessing the Camera MenusTo access the
various menus for configuring the D850, you’ll use the MENU button and the i button on the back
of the camera (figure 1.0A). Please remember the locations of these two buttons—they will be
mentioned often in this book.Figure 1.0A: Press the MENU button to open the main camera
menus and the i button to open the context-sensitive shortcut menusThere are seven primary
menu systems in the camera, which work for both Viewfinder photography and Live view
photography and videos. They are listed as follows:Playback MenuPhoto Shooting MenuMovie
Shooting MenuCustom Setting MenuSetup MenuRetouch MenuMy Menu or Recent
SettingsAdditionally, there are four i button shortcut “Quick” menus available for image playback,
photography, and movies (along with the normal main menus listed previously):Playback
modeViewfinder photographyLive view photographyMovie live viewThis book has a chapter
devoted to each of the main menus and fully discusses the i button shortcut menus in
appropriate places.Let’s take a brief look at the opening screens of the seven main menus,
shown in figure 1.0B, images 1–7. You get to these seven menus by pressing the MENU button
and scrolling up or down with the Multi selector pad. A selector bar with tiny icons will appear on
the left side of the Monitor when you press the MENU button. You can see the selector bar at the



left of each menu in figure 1.0B, images 1–7.Figure 1.0B: Seven primary camera menusAs you
scroll up or down in the selector bar, you’ll see each menu appear on the Monitor, with its icon
highlighted in yellow on the left side of the screen, and the menu on the right. The name of the
menu you are currently using will be displayed at the top of the screen—except when you are
accessing the i button menus (figure 1.0B, images 8 and 9).There are four i button shortcut
menus. Figure 1.0B, image 8, displays an example of the i button shortcut menu you will see
when you are using Viewfinder photography. Figure 1.0B, image 9, displays the i button shortcut
menu you will see when you are using Live view mode. The one for Movie live view mode (not
shown) is very similar, but it has a few different menu choices.Again, we will discuss each of
these menus and their functions and settings in great detail as we go through this book.Note: My
Menu (figure 1.0B, image 7) can be toggled with an alternate menu called Recent Settings by
using the Choose tab setting at the bottom of My Menu. These two menus—My Menu and
Recent Settings—can’t be active at the same time, so only one of them is shown in figure 1.0B
(image 7). My Menu is much more functional for most people. The chapter titled My Menu and
Recent Settings covers both of these options in detail so you can choose which one you want to
appear most of the time on your camera. My Menu allows you to add the most-used menu items
from any of the other menus to your own personal menu, and Recent Settings shows you the
last 20 menu items you’ve changed.Touch-Sensitive MonitorA welcome addition to the new
Nikon D850 is the touch-sensitive monitor. Try pressing the MENU button and then selecting
menu items with your fingertip. Scroll up and down in the menu by swiping up and down on the
Monitor.Press the Playback button to display a picture, and then you can pinch and spread your
fingers to zoom in and out on the picture, or use a finger swipe to change to a new picture.You
will find that the touch-sensitive monitor acts more like your smartphone. This new feature
makes the D850 easier and more intuitive to use for those of us who are addicted to our
smartphones.Now let’s start with the initial configuration of a brand-new Nikon D850. There are
five specific steps you should complete when you first turn on the camera.Five Steps for First-
Time Camera ConfigurationThis section is devoted to first-time configuration of the camera.
There are certain settings (covered in this section) that should be set up right away, and others
that should be configured before you use the camera extensively (covered in a later section,
Camera Functions for Initial Configuration, on page 14).I won’t go into detail on all possible
settings in this chapter. Those details are reserved for the individual chapters that cover the
various menus and functions. Instead, I’ll walk you through five steps for first-time configuration
of the camera. We will start with the Setup Menu (figure 1.1A).Then, in the Camera Functions for
Initial Configuration section, I’ll refer you to the page numbers that provide the screens and
menus for each function that should be configured before you use your camera for the first time.
The later chapters will cover virtually all camera settings.Figure 1.1A: Use the Setup Menu
system to configure the first five camera settingsSetting the Language: Step 1The D850 is
multilingual and multinational. As partially shown in figure 1.1B, the menus can be displayed in
one of 36 languages. Most likely, the camera will already be configured to the language spoken



in your area since various world distributors have the camera somewhat preconfigured.Figure
1.1B: Setting the camera’s languageIf you want to change the language for the menus and
screens, use the following steps to select your preferred language:1. Choose Language from the
Setup Menu and scroll to the right (figure 1.1B, image 1).2. Use the circular Multi selector pad on
the back of the camera to scroll up or down until your language is highlighted (figure 1.1B, image
2). Press the OK button on the bottom left of the camera or the Multi selector center button in the
middle of the Multi selector pad to select your language.Next we will consider the Time zone
screen.Setting the Time Zone: Step 2This is an easy screen to use as long as you can recognize
the area of the world in which you live. Use the map shown in figure 1.1C, image 3, to find your
area, and then select it.Figure 1.1C: Setting the Time zoneHere are the steps to select the
correct Time zone for your location:1. Follow the Setup Menu screen flow shown in figure 1.1C,
images 1 and 2 (Time zone and date > Time zone), until you arrive at the third screen in the
series.2. With the Multi selector pad, scroll to the left or right until your world location is
highlighted in yellow (figure 1.1C, image 3). You will see either a vertical yellow strip or a tiny
yellow outline with a red dot. At the bottom of the screen you will see the currently selected Time
zone. Mine is set to New York, Toronto, Lima (UTC-5), as shown in figure 1.1C, image 3. Press
the OK button to lock in your Time zone.Next in the series are the Date and time settings.Setting
the Date and Time: Step 3This screen allows you to enter the current date and time. It is in year,
month, day (Y, M, D) and hour, minute, second (H, M, S) format.Figure 1.1D: Setting the Date
and timeHere are the steps to set the Date and time:1. Follow the Setup Menu screen flow
shown in figure 1.1D, images 1 and 2 (Time zone and date > Date and time), until you arrive at
the third screen in the series.2. Use the Multi selector pad to scroll to the left or right and select
the various date and time sections (figure 1.1D, image 3). Scroll up or down to set the values for
each one. The time values use a 24-hour clock, or military time. Use the 12- to 24-Hour Time
Conversion Chart on page 381 to convert the 12-hour time you are probably using (for example,
3:00 p.m. is 15:00:00). Press the OK button when you have entered the Date and time.Note: We
will not configure the Sync with smart device setting yet because that is part of a more detailed
configuration for interfacing with a smart device. This menu item will not even be available until a
smart device relationship is fully established. We will consider how to create that relationship in
the upcoming section titled SnapBridge Configuration (page 15).Next let’s configure the Date
format.Setting the Date Format: Step 4The world uses various date formats, and the Nikon D850
allows you to choose from the most common ones. Here are the three date formats you can
select from (figure 1.1E):Y/M/D: Year/Month/Day (2018/12/31)M/D/Y: Month/Day/Year
(12/31/2018)D/M/Y: Day/Month/Year (31/12/2018)United States residents usually select the M/D/
Y format. However, you may prefer a different format.Figure 1.1E: Setting the Date formatHere
are the steps to select the Date format you like best:1. Follow the Setup Menu screen flow
shown in figure 1.1E, images 1 and 2 (Time zone and date > Date format), until you arrive at the
third screen in the series.2. Using the Multi selector pad, scroll up or down to the position of the
date format you prefer (figure 1.1E, image 3). Press the OK button to select the format.Finally,



let’s see how to configure the Daylight saving time setting.Setting Daylight Saving Time: Step
5Many areas of the United States observe daylight saving time. In the springtime, most U.S.
residents set their clocks forward by one hour on a specified day each year. Then in the fall they
set their clocks back, leading to the clever saying, “spring forward and fall back.”You can use the
Daylight saving time setting to adjust the time on your D850’s clock forward or back by one hour,
according to whether daylight saving time is currently in effect in your area.Figure 1.1F: Setting
the Daylight saving timeTo choose an initial Daylight saving time setting, follow these steps:1.
Follow the Setup Menu screen flow shown in figure 1.1F, images 1 and 2 (Time zone and date >
Daylight saving time), until you arrive at the third screen in the series.2. There are only two
selections: On or Off. The default setting is Off. If daylight saving time is in effect in your area
(spring and summer in most areas of the United States), select On. When daylight saving time
ends, you will need to change this setting to Off (via the Setup Menu) to adjust the clock back by
one hour. Press the OK button to select your choice.Settings Recommendation: If you live in an
area that observes daylight saving time, it’s a good idea to adjust this setting whenever daylight
saving time begins and ends. When you set the time forward or back on your wristwatch and
clocks, you will need to adjust it on your camera as well. If you don’t, your images will have
metadata reflecting a time that is off by one hour for half the year. This setting allows you to
adjust the camera’s clock quickly by simply selecting On or Off.This completes the initial camera
setup, and you are now ready to start configuring other parts of the camera in whatever order
you find convenient. You’ll use the menu system, as described in the next section, to access
individual configuration screens. Each configuration step described in this book is accompanied
by all the screen graphics you’ll need and step-by-step instructions on configuration
choices.Using the Camera’s Help SystemThe D850 is complex enough that it needs a help
system. Fortunately, Nikon provides one. Many functions in the menus allow you to press the
Protect/Picture Control/Help button (figure 1.2, image 2) and a help screen will appear for that
function. You must press the button again to turn off the help screen.Figure 1.2: Using the Help
button to understand functionsUse the following steps to access the help system:1. Highlight
any function (e.g., Time zone and date) for which there is a small question mark in a gray circle
at the bottom of the menu selection column (figure 1.2, image 1, red arrow). If the question mark
does not appear, help is not available for that function.2. Press the Protect/Help/Picture Control
button (figure 1.2, image 2, red arrow).3. A help screen will open that shows a brief description of
what the selected function does (figure 1.2, image 3). When you have finished reading the help
screen press the Protect/Help/Picture Control button again to turn off the screen.Check out the
useful help screens. They are excellent for when you have forgotten exactly what a function does
and could use a quick reminder. They are available for many of the menu items, but not all of
them.Now let’s examine a group of functions that should be configured before you shoot a lot of
pictures with your new D850.Camera Functions for Initial ConfigurationThe following is a list of
functions that you may want to configure before you take many pictures or capture a lot of video.
These set up the basic parameters for camera usage. Each function is covered in great detail on



the page number shown, so I did not repeat the information in this chapter. Please turn to the
indicated page and fully configure the function, then return here and move on to the next
function. When you are done, your camera will be ready for use.Playback MenuPlayback folder:
Page 25Playback display options: Page 28Image review: Page 41Auto image rotation: Page
45Rotate tall: Page 46Photo Shooting MenuPrimary slot selection: Page 76Secondary slot
function: Page 77Image quality: Page 105Image size: Page 109NEF (RAW) recording: Page
112ISO sensitivity settings: Page 117White balance: Page 126Set Picture Control: Page
129Color space: Page 147Active D-Lighting: Page 150Long exposure NR: Page 152High ISO
NR: Page 155Vignette control: Page 158Movie Shooting MenuDestination: Page 202Image
area: Page 203Frame size/frame rate: Page 205Movie quality: Page 207Movie file type: Page
208ISO sensitivity settings: Page 210White balance: Page 213Set Picture Control: Page
215Active D-Lighting: Page 226High ISO NR: Page 227Microphone sensitivity: Page
229Electronic VR: Page 234Custom Setting Menua1 AF-C priority selection: Page 246a2 AF-S
priority selection: Page 248a3 Focus tracking with lock-on: Page 249a7 Store points by
orientation: Page 254a8 AF activation: Page 257 (if you want to use Back button focus)b5 Matrix
metering: Page 275c4 Monitor off delay: Page 285d7 File number sequence: Page 297d9
Viewfinder grid display: Page 301f1 Custom control assignment: Page 314f2 Multi selector
center button: Page 333f7 Reverse indicators: Page 351 (if you are coming from an older
Nikon)f9 [Backlight] switch: Page 354g1 Custom control assignment: Page 362Setup
MenuFormat memory card: Page 376Image comment: Page 405Copyright information: Page
406Touch controls: Page 410Of course, there are hundreds more functions to configure, and you
may find one function more important than another; however, these are the functions that you
ought to at least give a once-over before you use the camera extensively.SnapBridge
ConfigurationThe Nikon D850 has the ability to use Bluetooth and Wi-Fi to communicate with a
smart device (smartphone or tablet) that has the Nikon SnapBridge app installed. You can use
the SnapBridge app to transfer specifically selected images to your smart device, automatically
transfer all images you take as you shoot them, embed GPS location data into the metadata of
your images, and even control the camera remotely using the SnapBridge app on your smart
device as your viewfinder.Configuring the camera to work with the SnapBridge app is a relatively
complicated procedure. This section lists the order of the steps you should use to create a
relationship between your camera and one or more of your smart devices, as well as page
numbers for where to find detailed instructions for each step. You can use several different smart
devices with the camera, one at a time.It is critical that you configure the Wi-Fi menus on your
camera before you establish a Bluetooth relationship with any of your smart device(s). The
camera locks out further changes to the Wi-Fi system once you have created a SnapBridge/
D850 relationship. The Wi-Fi password should be changed immediately to ensure that your
system is secure. The default Wi-Fi password is “NIKOND850,” which is clearly not very
secure.Configuration of the D850’s Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Systems1. Configure the camera’s Wi-Fi
system first by using the Setup Menu > Wi-Fi function (page 443).2. Establish a Bluetooth



connection between the camera and the SnapBridge app by using the Setup Menu > Connect to
smart device function (page 432). The Bluetooth menu will not be available for use (it will be
grayed out) until you have made a good Bluetooth connection between SnapBridge and the
camera.3. Examine or configure the Bluetooth system by using the Setup Menu > Bluetooth
function (page 450).4. Configure these auxiliary camera functions that control how the camera
communicates with the smart device (SnapBridge):Setup Menu > Time zone and date > Sync
with smart device (page 381)Setup Menu > Location data > Download from smart device (page
420)Setup Menu > Send to smart device (auto) (page 440)Setup Menu > Bluetooth > Send
while off (page 452)Once you have completed the previous steps, your camera will be in
communication with SnapBridge on your smart device(s).Personal Camera Settings
RecommendationsAll through the book I offer my personal recommendations for settings and
how to use them. Look for the Settings Recommendation paragraph at the end of most sections.
These suggestions are based on my experience with Nikon cameras in various types of shooting
situations. You may eventually decide to configure things differently, according to your own
needs and style. However, these recommendations are good starting points while you become
familiar with your camera.Downloadable Resources WebsiteTo keep this book small enough to
carry as a reference in your camera bag, I have provided some less-used information in
downloadable documents on the following website:I will refer to these documents throughout the
book when they apply to the material being discussed.Author’s ConclusionKeep this book in
your camera bag for reference, or purchase an electronic copy for use on your smartphone or
tablet. You can purchase electronic copies of this book directly from the publisher’s website () as
a bundle that includes three ebook formats (PDF, ePub, and Mobi). If you use a Kindle reader,
you can purchase a digital copy from .Let’s get started on the camera’s menu systems. There
are a lot of individual functions and many settings within these functions. We will consider each
of them so that you can use your camera to the fullest extent of its potential and improve your
photography in the process.The first menu we will consider is the Playback Menu, which is also
the first menu listed by the camera. We will consider each menu in order from that point
forward.Again, it is best if you have your camera in hand so that you can make adjustments and
experiment with each setting as you go. Then, after you have read through the book, you will
have discovered the functions that are most important to you, where they are located, and how
to adjust them.Are you ready? Let’s master your new camera!02 Playback MenuMaddi in Studio
© 2018 Michael Kerouac (mkerouac)The Nikon D850 has a big 3.2-inch, tilting, touch-sensitive
TFT-LCD Monitor, which you can use to examine the images you have taken in great detail. You
can zoom in past the 100 percent pixel-peeping level to make sure an image is sharp enough.
You can view, copy, delete, and hide images and examine detailed shooting information on each
picture. You can even use the Monitor to view a slide show or use the HDMI port to output the
slide show to a much larger device, such as a television (HDTV).The Playback Menu has
everything you need to control your camera’s image playback and copying functions. You’ll be
taking thousands of pictures and will view most of them on the Monitor; therefore, it is a good



idea to learn to use the Playback Menu well.In chapter 1 you configured the camera for picture-
taking your way. This chapter, and the next several chapters, will consider the camera’s menu
systems. The D850 has seven primary menu systems—along with several supplementary menus
—with literally hundreds of configuration options. We’ll examine each setting in each
menu.Figure 2.0: Playback MenuRemember, you will press the MENU button to enter the
camera’s menu system. The Playback Menu is first in the list of menus (figure 2.0) and it
contains the following functions:Delete: Allows you to delete all or selected images from your
camera’s memory card(s).Playback folder: Allows you to set which image folders your camera
will display, if you have multiple folders on the camera’s memory card(s).Hide image: Lets you
conceal images so they won’t display on the Monitor.Playback display options: Controls how
many informational screens the camera will display for each image.Copy image(s): Gives you
functions to copy images between the two memory cards.Image review: Turns the camera’s post-
shot automatic image review on or off.After delete: Determines which image is displayed next
when you delete an image from a memory card.After burst, show: Allows you to choose whether
the camera Monitor displays the first or last picture from a burst series of images (images take
with Continuous release mode, burst mode shooting).Auto image rotation: Adds camera
orientation information to each image so it will display correctly on your camera’s Monitor and
later on your computer’s monitor.Rotate tall: Allows you to choose whether portrait-orientation
(vertical) images display in an upright position or lying on their side on the horizontal
Monitor.Slide show: Allows you to display all the images on your camera’s memory card(s) in a
sequential display, like the slide shows of olden days. No projector is required.Select to send to
smart device: Allows you to select specific images for upload to your smartphone or tablet.Now
let’s examine each of these settings in detail, with full explanations on how, why, and when to
configure each item.Technical TFT-LCD Monitor InformationAs mentioned previously, the D850
has a 3.2-inch, 170-degree wide-viewing angle, TFT-LCD, touch-sensitive, tilting Monitor with
enough resolution, size, and viewing angle to allow you to really enjoy using it for previewing
images. It has XGA resolution (1024 × 768), based on a 2,359,000-dot (2.4M-dot) thin-film
transistor (TFT), liquid-crystal display (LCD) panel. The bottom line is that this 3.2-inch
(diagonal) screen has amazing clarity for your image previewing needs. You can zoom in for
review up to 21× for Large (L) images, 16× for Medium (M) images, and 10× for Small (S)
images. That’s zooming in to pixel-peeping levels. The monitor also offers 5 levels of
brightness.Now, if you want to get technical, here’s the extra geek stuff:The Monitor has
2,359,000 dots of resolution, not pixels. Technically, an individual pixel on your D850’s Monitor is
a combination of three color dots—red, green, and blue (RGB). The three dots are blended
together to provide shades of color and are equal to one pixel. This means the Monitor is limited
to one-third of 2,359,000 dots, or 786,333 pixels of real image resolution. The XGA standard has
786,432 pixels (1024 × 768), which is significantly higher than many of the D850 predecessors’
307,200 pixel VGA (640 × 480) resolution.Delete(User’s Manual: Page 246, Menu Guide: Page
20)The Delete function allows you to selectively delete individual images from a group of images



in a single folder or multiple folders on your camera’s memory card. It also allows you to clear all
images in the folders without deleting the folders. This is sort of like a card formatting operation
that affects only images, and not folders. However, if you have protected or hidden images, this
function will not delete them.There are two parts to the Delete menus:Selected: Deletes only
selected images.All: Deletes all images in the folder you currently have selected with the
Playback Menu > Playback folder function (see the next main section). If a memory card is
inserted in both slots, you can select the card from which to delete images.Let’s examine both of
these options in more detail.SelectedFigure 2.1A shows the menu screens you’ll use to control
the Delete function for selected images.Notice in image 3 of figure 2.1A that there is a list of
images, each with a number in its lower-right corner. These numbers run in sequence from 1
(0001) to however many images you have in your current image folder or on the entire memory
card. The number of images shown will vary according to how you have the Playback folder
settings configured. (See the next section of this chapter, Playback Folder.)If you have Playback
folder set to Current, the camera will show you only the images found in your current playback
folder. If you have Playback folder set to All (factory default), the D850 will display all the images
it can find in all the folders on your camera’s memory card.Figure 2.1A: Delete menu screens for
the Selected optionHere are the steps to delete one or more images:1. Follow the screen flow
shown in figure 2.1A, images 1 and 2 (Delete > Selected), until you arrive at the third screen in
the series.2. Locate an image for deletion with the Multi selector pad and then press the Multi
selector center button. This button will mark or unmark images for deletion. It toggles a small
trash can symbol on and off in the top-right corner of the selected image (red arrow in figure
2.1A, image 3). Continue selecting images for deletion and once you have selected every image
you want to throw away, press the OK button.3. A final screen will appear and ask you to confirm
the deletion of the images you have selected (figure 2.1A, image 4). Select Yes and press the
OK button. To cancel, select No and press the OK button.Note: Since the D850 has multiple
card slots, many functions can affect multiple memory cards when Playback Menu > Playback
folder > All is selected. How can you tell which memory card is being affected by the current
function?Notice in figure 2.1B that there are two tiny card symbols in the top-left area of the
screen (at the red arrows). One is an XQD type and the other is an SD type. If there is no
memory card in one of the slots, the number for that slot will be grayed out.Figure 2.1B: The
active memory card is underlined in yellowAs you use functions that affect displayed images, the
memory card symbol will be underlined for the card that contains the image you are modifying.
In figure 2.1B, it is apparent that there are two memory cards in the camera because the second
card is not grayed out. The SD memory card on the right contains the image that is currently
selected (0033), so the memory card symbol for the SD card is underlined in yellow. The folder
name containing the image is also displayed in yellow (103ND850).As you scroll through your
images, notice that the yellow underline jumps to whichever card contains the image you are
highlighting at that moment, if you have images on both memory cards. As you work through this
book, pay attention to which memory card contains the picture you are working with.AllThis



option is like formatting a card, except that it will not delete folders. It will delete only images,
except for protected or hidden images. Using this option is a quick way to format your card while
maintaining your favorite folder structure.Figure 2.1C: Delete menu screens for the All
optionHere are the steps to delete all images on the card (or in the current folder):1. Follow the
screen flow shown in figure 2.1C, images 1 and 2 (Delete > All), until you arrive at the third
screen in the series.2. Select the slot from which to delete images. Notice that both XQD card
slot and SD card slot are available (figure 2.1C, image 3). If there is a memory card missing from
one of the slots, it will be grayed out and unavailable. Now scroll to the right.3. Choose Yes from
the next screen with the big red exclamation point and dire warning of imminent deletion (figure
2.1C, image 4). Be very careful from this point forward! If you have Playback folder set to ND850,
the camera will delete all images in every folder that was created by the D850 on that memory
card, and the warning will say, All images will be deleted. OK?, followed by ND850. If you have
Playback folder set to Current, the camera will delete only the images in the folder that is
currently in use on that memory card, and the warning will say, All images will be deleted. OK?,
followed by Current. If you have Playback folder set to All, the camera will delete all images in all
folders on that memory card, and the warning will say, All images in all folders will be deleted.
OK?, followed by All. The camera is prepared to delete every image in every folder (created by
any camera) on the selected memory card if Playback Menu > Playback folder > All is selected.
(See the next main section for information on the Playback folder option.) When you select Yes
and press the OK button, a final screen with the word Done will pop up briefly.Being the paranoid
type, I tested this thoroughly and found that the D850 really will not delete protected and hidden
images, and it will keep any folders you have created. However, if you are a worrier, maybe you
should transfer the images off the card before deleting any images.Settings Recommendation: I
don’t use the Delete All function often since I usually don’t create special folders for each type of
image. If you maintain a series of folders on your memory card(s), you may enjoy using the
Delete All function. Most of the time, I just use Delete Selected and remove particular images.
Any other time I want to clear the card, I use the Format memory card function in the Setup
Menu or hold down the two buttons with the red Format label next to them. We’ll discuss
formatting the memory card in the chapter titled Setup Menu, under the heading Format Memory
Card on page 376.Simple Individual Image DeletionAnother way I get rid of individual images I
don’t want is by pressing the Playback button () once, finding and viewing the image I want to
delete on the Monitor, and then pressing the Delete (garbage can) button twice. This method is
fast and deletes just one image at a time.Protecting Images from DeletionThe Nikon D850 will
allow you to protect images from accidental deletion when you use the Delete function. Using
this method will not protect images from deletion when you format the memory card.Figure 2.1D:
Protecting images from deletionUse the following steps to protect individual images from
accidental deletion (figure 2.1D):1. Display an image on the Monitor (figure 2.1D, image 1).2.
Press the Protect/Picture Control/Help button (figure 2.1D, image 2, red arrow).3. A small key
symbol will appear in the upper-left corner of the Monitor, signifying that this image is protected



from the Delete function (figure 2.1D, image 3, red arrow).If you have several images protected
from deletion and decide you want to remove the protection, you can follow the previous steps
again, which will remove the key symbol and protected status.Figure 2.1E: Removing protection
from all protected images at onceYou can also remove protection from all protected images at
once by following these steps:1. Display any image on the Monitor (in Playback mode). It does
not have to be a protected image (figure 2.1E, image 1).2. Hold down both the Protect/Picture
Control/Help button and the Delete button for about two seconds (figure 2.1E, image 2, red
arrows).3. A screen will appear asking you, Remove protection from all images? (figure 2.1E,
image 3). Press the Delete button, and after several seconds a screen will flash up briefly with
the message, Marking removed from all images (not shown). At this point all deletion protection
and key symbols have been removed from all images.Recovering Deleted ImagesIf you
accidentally delete an image or a group of images, or even if you format the entire memory card
and then realize that you didn’t really mean to, all is not lost. Immediately remove the card from
your camera and do not use it until you can run image recovery software on the card. Deleting or
formatting doesn’t permanently remove the images from the card. It merely marks the images as
deleted and removes the references to them from the memory card’s file allocation table (FAT).
The images are still there and can usually be recovered as long as you don’t write any new data
to the card before you try to recover them.It’s wise to have a good image recovery program on
your computer at all times. Sooner or later you’ll have a problem with a card and will need to
recover images. Many of the better brands of memory cards include recovery software, either on
the card itself, or as a downloadable application.To find the recovery software, do a Google
search for your card’s brand name followed by “image recovery software.” For instance, to find
my card’s image recovery software, I searched Google with this phrase: “SanDisk image
recovery software.” I found SanDisk’s Rescue Pro software right away. The Lexar brand has free
software called Image Rescue. Search in a similar manner for whatever brand card you
use.Playback Folder(User’s Manual: Page 248, Menu Guide: Page 20)The Playback folder
setting allows your camera to display images during preview and slide shows. You can have the
D850 show you images created by the D850 only, in all folders; images that were created by the
D850 and any other Nikon cameras, in all folders; or only the images in the current folder.If you
regularly use your memory card in multiple cameras, as I do, and sometimes forget to transfer
images, adjusting the Playback folder setting is a good idea. I use a D500, D810, and D850 on a
regular basis. Often, I’ll grab a 64 GB card out of one of the cameras and stick it in another one
for a few shots. If I’m not careful, I’ll later transfer the images from one camera and forget that I
have folders created by the other camera on the memory card. It’s usually only after I have
pressed the format buttons that I remember the other camera’s images on my memory card. The
D850 comes to my rescue with its Playback folder > All function.With All set, I can see all the
images in all folders created by all Nikon cameras on both memory cards.Let’s look at how the
Playback folder function works by first looking at what each selection does, and then examining
the steps needed to select the best function for you (figure 2.2).The three selections are as



follows:ND850: The camera will display images created by the D850 from all folders on both
memory cards. This is good to use if you are interested in seeing only D850-created images,
wherever they may reside.All: The D850 will obligingly show you every image—created by any
Nikon camera it can find—in all of the folders on both memory cards. During playback, or before
deletion, the D850 will display images from other Nikon cameras you’ve used with the current
memory card. Each camera usually creates its own unique folders, and normally the other
folders are not visible. When you select All, the D850 intelligently displays its own images and
any other Nikon-created images in any folder on the two cards.Current: This is the most limited
playback mode. Images in the image folder the camera is currently using will be displayed during
playback, whether the images were created by the D850 or another Nikon camera. No other
images or folders will be displayed.Figure 2.2: Selecting a Playback folder sourceUse the
following steps to select the folder(s) from which your camera will display images:1. Select
Playback folder from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.2, image 1).2. Choose
ND850, All, or Current and press the OK button (figure 2.2, image 2).Settings Recommendation:
Using anything except All makes it possible for you to accidentally lose images. If you don’t have
any other Nikon cameras, this may not be a critical issue. However, if you have a series of older
Nikon cameras around, you may switch memory cards between them. If there are images on any
of my camera’s memory cards, I want to see them and know they are there. Until I started using
the All setting, I was sometimes formatting cards with forgotten images on them. Use All!Hide
Image(User’s Manual: Page 248, Menu Guide: Page 21)If you sometimes take images that
would not be appropriate for others to view until you have a chance to transfer them to your
computer, the Hide image setting is for you. You can hide one or many images, and when they
are hidden, they cannot be viewed on the camera’s Monitor.There are two selections in the Hide
image menu:Select/set: This allows you to hide individual images.Deselect all: This allows you to
remove the hidden status from all images.Select/SetThis selection allows you to hide one or
many images.Figure 2.3A: Hide images with Select/setHere’s how to hide an image:1. Follow
the screen flow shown in figure 2.3A, images 1 and 2 (Hide image > Select/set), until you arrive
at the third screen in the series.2. Scroll to the image you want to hide and press the Multi
selector center button to Set the image. You’ll see a little dotted-rectangle-with-a-slash symbol
appear in the top-right corner of the image you’ve selected (figure 2.3A, image 3). You can use
this same action on multiple images to hide more than one.3. Press the OK button to hide the
image(s) and Done will appear on the Monitor.The number of images reported does not change
when you hide images. If you have 50 images on the card and you hide 10, the camera still
displays 50 as the number of images on the card. A clever person could figure out that there are
hidden images by watching the number of images while scrolling through the viewable ones. If
you hide all the images on the card and then try to view images, the D850 will tersely inform you,
All images are hidden.You can also use these steps to unhide one or many images by reversing
the process described earlier. As you scroll through the images, as shown in figure 2.3A, image
3, you can deselect them with the Multi selector center button and then press the OK button to



unhide them.While you are selecting or deselecting images to hide, you can use the Playback
zoom in button to see a larger version of the image you currently have selected. This lets you
examine the image in more detail to see if you really want to hide it.Deselect AllThis function
provides a simple way to unhide the previously hidden images on the memory card all at once.
When you execute Deselect all, every image on the card will be immediately revealed and
viewable on the camera’s Monitor.Figure 2.3B: Unhide images with Deselect all optionHere are
steps used to unhide (deselect) all images marked as hidden:1. Follow the screen flow shown in
figure 2.3B, images 1 and 2 (Hide image > Deselect all), until you arrive at the third screen in the
series.2. At the Reveal all hidden images? screen, select Yes and press the OK button (figure
2.3B, image 3). An hourglass will appear for several seconds, and all hidden images on the card
will then be marked as viewable. The Monitor will briefly display Marking removed from all
images (not shown).Losing Protection When You Deselect All Images (Unhide)If you have
images that are both hidden and protected from deletion and you unhide them, the deletion
protection is removed at the same time.Playback Display Options(User’s Manual: Page 248,
Menu Guide: Page 22)The Playback display options selection allows you to customize how the
D850 displays several histogram and data screens for each image. You get to those screens by
displaying an image on the camera’s Monitor and scrolling up or down with the Multi selector
pad.When you want to see a lot of detailed information about each image, you can program your
camera to display your preferred data screens here. Or, if you would rather take a minimalist
approach to viewing image information, simply turn off some of the screens.If you turn off certain
screens, the camera still records the information—such as lens used, shutter speed, and
aperture—for each image. However, with no data screens selected, you’ll see only one screen
when you scroll up or down: the main file information screen.With some or all of the Playback
display option screens enabled, you can use the Multi selector pad to scroll up or down and
examine detailed data on any image. In other words, you can scroll through your images by
pressing left or right on the Multi selector pad, and then scroll through the data screens for that
image by pressing up or down on the Multi selector pad.Here are the selections in this
menu:Basic photo infoFocus pointAdditional photo infoNone (image only)HighlightsRGB
histogramShooting dataOverviewFigure 2.4A: Playback display options menu screensUse the
following steps to enable or disable any of the six playback display screens:1. Select Playback
display options from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.4A, image 1).2. Choose
any of the six available screens by highlighting a line in yellow with the Multi selector pad and
scrolling to the right to put a check mark in the box for that item (figure 2.4A, image 2). You must
scroll down to see the final selection, Overview. In figure 2.4A, image 2, only Highlights and RGB
histogram are selected. After you have put check marks in the boxes for all the screens you want
to use, press the OK button.Now, let’s look at what each of these selections accomplishes
(figures 2.4B to 2.4L).Focus pointIf you are curious about which autofocus (AF) sensor was
focused on your subject, and where it was focused during an exposure, use this mode to easily
find out. If you are using Single-point AF, Dynamic-area AF, or 3D-tracking AF you’ll see a single



red AF indicator (center AF point of pattern) where the camera was focused when you took the
picture (figure 2.4B, image 2).Figure 2.4B: Focus point displayWhen you are using Group-area
AF (GrP), four of the five AF points will show on the screen; the center point in the pattern
remains invisible (figure 2.4B, image 3). When the camera is set to Auto-area AF, you’ll see all
the AF points that were providing autofocus in your image (figure 2.4B, image 4). This is a useful
function for reviewing how the camera’s AF system performs in different imaging situations.None
(image only)This setting is designed to give you a somewhat larger view of the current image,
using all of the available screen space to show the image (figure 2.4C, image 2). There are no
text overlays—the image is shown by itself.Figure 2.4C: None (image only) displayThis is a good
selection for when you want to zoom in to the image to look at details. Since only the image is
displayed, it is easier to scroll around within it for deep looks when using the camera’s two zoom
buttons (zoom in and out). You can zoom all the way in to 32× the normal image view. There is a
tremendous level of detail buried inside each 45.7-megapixel image. You have an easy way to
view it with None (image only).HighlightsIf you decide to use the Highlights selection, as shown
in figure 2.4D, you will turn on what I call the “blink mode” of the camera. You’ll see the words
RGB Highlights at the bottom left of the screen. When any area of the image is overexposed,
that area will blink white and black. A rectangle surrounding the word RGB will blink from black
to yellow at the same time.This is a warning that the areas of the image that blink white and
black are overexposed and have lost detail. You will need to use exposure compensation or
manually control the camera to contain the exposure within the dynamic range of the camera’s
sensor.Figure 2.4D: Highlights displayLook at the white area behind our book mascot in figure
2.4D, screens 2 and 3. Notice how it is white (blown out) in image 2, and mostly black in image
3. The black area of the image is completely blank from overexposure and has lost all detail. If
you were looking at this image on your camera’s Monitor, you would see the white area behind
the subject repeatedly blinking white to black.If you examine the histogram for an overexposed
(blown-out) image, you’ll see that it’s cut off, or clipped, on the right side. Current software
cannot recover much, if any, image data from the blown-out sections. The exposure has
exceeded the range of the sensor and the image has become completely overexposed in the
blinking area. We’ll discuss how to deal with images that have light ranges exceeding the
sensor’s recording capacity in the chapter Metering, Exposure Modes, and Histogram on page
536.Highlights mode conveniently warns you when the exposure has surpassed what the sensor
can capture in a JPEG image (RAW may have more detail), and lets you know that portions of
the image may be overexposed. Generally, for best results, adjust the exposure until the blinking
goes away (or almost goes away).RGB histogramA histogram is a digital readout that shows the
range of light and color in an image. If there is too much contrast, the histogram display will be
cut off. We’ll examine the histogram in more detail later. For now, let’s see how to turn the display
on and off.Figure 2.4E: RGB histogram displayI like this feature because it allows me to view not
just a basic luminance (brightness) histogram as some cameras do, but also all three color
(chrominance) histograms—red, green, and blue—on one screen (figure 2.4E, image 2). The



D850 stacks the four histograms on the right side of the screen, with luminance on top (white
histogram) and the RGB color histograms below.It is quite useful to see each color channel in its
own histogram because it is possible to overexpose or underexpose one color channel only. The
white luminance histogram usually looks similar to the green channel histogram because green
is the most common color and the luminance histogram is weighted toward green. We’ll discuss
more about the luminance histogram, and the three RGB channel histograms, in the chapter
titled Metering, Exposure Modes, and Histogram on page 531.Shooting dataThis setting gives
you four additional image shooting data screens to scroll through (figure 2.4F).The Shooting
data screens insert a semitransparent, black rectangle over the image they represent; therefore,
you will see the same picture beneath the five overlays. The data on these screens includes the
following information.Figure 2.4F: Shooting Data screensShooting data, screen 1 (figure
2.4G)Light meter in use (Matrix, Spot, or Averaging), Shutter speed, and ApertureExposure
mode (P, S, A, M) and ISO sensitivityExposure compensation value and optimal exposure
tuningLens focal lengthLens overview data (e.g., 24–70mm/2.8)Focus mode and VR (vibration
reduction)White balance typeColor Space (sRGB, Adobe RGB)Figure 2.4G: Shooting data,
screen 1Shooting data, screen 2 (figure 2.4H)Flash typeCommander mode (CMD, requires a
separate Speedlight or SU-800 unit)Flash sync modeFlash control and
compensationCommander mode info (if used)Figure 2.4H: Shooting data, screen 2Shooting
data, screen 3 (figure 2.4I)Picture control type: Auto, Standard, Neutral, Vivid, Monochrome,
Portrait, Landscape, and FlatPicture Control adjustments: Quick adjust, Sharpening, Clarity,
Contrast, Brightness, Saturation, and HueFigure 2.4I: Shooting data, screen 3Shooting data,
screen 4 (figure 2.4J)High ISO noise reduction, Long exposure noise reductionActive D-Lighting
(Off, Low, Normal, High, Extra high, Auto)HDR exposure differential and smoothingVignette
controlRetouch historyImage commentFigure 2.4J: Shooting data, screen 4OverviewThis
screen provides an overview of the image detail for each picture (figure 2.4K). It is packed with a
large amount of information on each image, all in one convenient place.Figure 2.4K: Overview
screenWith this screen and the always-available File information screen (figure 2.4L), you will
have enough information to determine the most important details about a particular image.
Whether you select any other screens is entirely up to you and is determined by how much
information you want for each image you have taken.File informationThis File information screen
is not selectable under the Playback display options for the simple reason that it is always turned
on and available for each image (figure 2.4L).Figure 2.4L: File information screenYou cannot turn
it off, although if you have Playback display options > Focus point enabled, the Focus point and
File information screens will be combined into just one screen. File information includes a large,
clear view of the picture with only basic image details.This screen provides information on the
following items: image number in folder (32), total images in current folder (50), card slot where
image is stored (SD), folder name (103ND850), image file name (-DSC0041.jpg), JPEG
compression level and/or RAW size (e.g., FINE, RAW L, RAW L+FINE), date (10/17/2017), time
(13:34:38), Image area (FX, 1.2x, DX, 5:4, 1:1), Image size (L, M, S), and image pixel count



(8256 × 5504).GPS screenIf you take a picture with a GPS unit attached and active on your
D850, you’ll have an additional screen available (figure 2.4M)—even if you don’t have Shooting
data selected.Figure 2.4M: GPS ScreenIt will not show up unless a GPS unit is attached to the
camera when the picture is taken or you insert GPS data into the image from your
smartphone.There are a lot of screens to scroll through, but they provide a great deal of
information about the image. Look how far we’ve come since the days when cameras wrote date
information on the lower-right portion of an image (permanently marking it) or between the
frames on pro-level cameras.Settings Recommendation: The screens I use frequently on my
D850 are as follows: None (image only) as seen in figure 2.4C, Highlights (figure 2.4D), RGB
histogram (figure 2.4E), and Overview (figure 2.4K).I like None (image only) because I love to
drill down into my images to see what detail I’ve been able to capture. Because of the lack of an
optical low pass filter (OLPF; also known as an AA or blur filter) on the sensor, the D850 gives
me deeply detailed images. I enjoy this setting because it lets me examine the image with no text
overlay distractions.The Highlights screen is very useful because at a glance I can see where I
have overexposed an image and can take immediate corrective action. The black-and-white
blinking action grabs my attention and I can change my settings for the better immediately.The
RGB histogram is also important to me because it allows me to see all the color channels, just in
case one of them is being clipped off on the light or dark sides (no detail). It also allows me to
see how well I am keeping my exposure balanced for light and dark.The Overview screen gives
me, at a glance, most of the important information I need to know about the image, along with a
larger luminance histogram. If I only had one screen, I’d want it to be the Overview screen.The
Shooting data and Focus point screens are not very important to me. Also, if I have the Shooting
data screens enabled, I’ll have to scroll through four more screens to get to the screens I like to
use. However, those are my preferences. If you want to examine a large amount of extra image
data, then you should enable the other screens, too. Nikon gives us very thorough picture detail
screens. Use what you like best.Copy Image(s)(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page
23)The D850 provides a means to Copy image(s) between the camera’s XQD and SD card
slots. If you’ve been shooting and decide you want a backup on a different card or want to give a
card full of images to someone else, you can use this function to copy images between two
memory cards.If the Copy Image(s) function is grayed out and unavailable, you must insert an
XQD and an SD memory card into the camera. You need two memory cards to copy images
from one card to the other. This convenient function has several steps:Select a source card (if
both cards have images)Select the source folderSelect images to copySelect the destination
folderFigure 2.5A shows the screens used to begin the Copy image(s) process. If Select source
is grayed out, there are two potential reasons, which are explained after the following
steps.Figure 2.5A: Selecting a source for images to copyUse the following steps to select a
source card:1. Follow the screen flow shown in figure 2.5A, images 1 and 2 (Copy image(s) >
Select source), until you arrive at the third screen in the series.2. Choose one of the card slots
(XQD card slot or SD card slot) as the source for image files to copy to the other card (figure



2.5A, image 3). Press the OK button to lock in your choice.Why is Select source grayed out?:
When you first open the menu shown in figure 2.5A, image 2, you might find only one item
available: Select image(s). The rest of the choices are grayed out. There are two reasons that
Select image(s) may be the only option available. First, there might be images on only one of the
cards. If only one card contains images, it has to be the source. This is the most likely scenario.
Second, the SD card’s write-lock switch is in the locked position. The switch is on the side, and
sometimes when you insert an SD card into a camera at a slight angle the switch accidentally
gets moved from the off position to the on position. Remove the card and unlock it. See the
sidebar titled Accidentally Inserting a Write-Locked Card for more information about what
happens when a write-locked card is inserted into one of the camera’s memory card slots.Figure
2.5B: Selecting images in the source folder to copyFirst, follow these steps to choose a folder:1.
Choose Select image(s) from the list and scroll to the right (figure 2.5B, image 1).2. Choose the
folder that contains the images you want to copy (figure 2.5B, image 2). My camera is using
folders named 103ND850 and 104YOUNG currently. Your camera may have several folders
available, or only one. After you have chosen a folder, scroll to the right.3. There are three
options for copying images: Deselect all, Select all images, and Select protected images (figure
2.5C). Each option has a slightly different way of doing things. Before we move on to step 4, let’s
examine each of the three options. Choose only one of the options for your copy operation,
follow the directions for your chosen option, and then continue with step 4.Figure 2.5C:
Deselecting all images to copyDeselect all: Choose Deselect all and then scroll to the right
(figure 2.5C, image 1). Deselect all opens a list of images, none of which have been selected. It
sounds a little weird to select images for copying with a function named Deselect all, but this
function automatically deselects all the images so you can choose which new images to copy.
You’ll need to scroll around with the yellow rectangle and select images one at a time. Mark (Set)
an image for copying by pressing the Multi selector center button, and you’ll see a small white
check mark appear in the top-right corner of the image thumbnail. Figure 2.5C, image 2, shows
that two pictures are selected, 0014 and 0015. A red arrow points to one of the check marks.
Now move on to step 4.Figure 2.5D: Selecting all images to copySelect all images: Choose
Select all images and scroll to the right (figure 2.5D, image 1). The Select all images screen will
appear, with all images selected (each one has a check mark in the top-right corner of the image
thumbnail, like the one seen at the tip of the red arrow in figure 2.5D, image 2). If you want to
copy all of the images, move on to step 4 now. If you want to deselect a few of them before
copying, scroll to an image and press the Multi selector center button. This action will remove
the check mark from the image thumbnail. After you’ve unchecked the image(s) you don’t want
to copy, move on to step 4.Figure 2.5E: Selecting protected images to copySelect protected
images: Choose Select protected images and scroll to the right (figure 2.5E, image 1). If you
have used the Help/protect button previously to mark images as protected, they will appear with
both a key symbol and a check mark in the list of thumbnail images, indicating that they are
already checked for copying (red arrows in figure 2.5E, image 2). If you have many images on



the card and only a few are protected, it may be hard to find the protected images. Rest assured
that the camera knows which ones to copy. It will display all the images but only copy the
protected ones. You can see the number of protected images that will be copied in the upper-
right corner of the display (2/59). This figure shows that I will copy 2 protected images out of 59
images on the card in the XQD card slot (from folder 103ND850). Notice that images 0015 and
0016 are the ones with protection and are checked for copying. Now move on to step 4.After you
have selected all of the images you want to copy, press the OK button and the Monitor will
display the Copy images(s) menu. Now it’s time to select a destination folder into which you’ll
copy the images.4. Choose Select destination folder from the Copy image(s) menu and scroll to
the right (figure 2.5F). You will have two options: Select folder by number or Select folder from list
(figures 2.5G and 2.5H). Before we move on to step 5, let’s investigate these two options. Pick
an option, follow the instructions for your option, and then move on to step 5.Figure 2.5F:
Selecting a destination folderFigure 2.5G: Selecting a destination folder by numberSelect folder
by number: Choose Select folder by number from the Select destination folder menu and scroll
to the right (figure 2.5G, image 1). The next screen will display a folder number that can be
changed to any number between 100 and 999 (figure 2.5G, screens 2–4). If you select a number
for a folder that already exists on the destination card, the images will be copied into that folder.
If you select a folder number that does not exist on the destination card, the folder will be
created and the source images will be copied into the new folder on the destination card. Figure
2.5G, screens 2–4, represent just one Select folder by number screen, and show the different
conditions you may see when selecting a folder. Image 2 (red arrow) shows that destination
folder 100 exists and has some images in it. The folder symbol is partially full. Image 3 (red
arrow) shows that destination folder 101 does exist, but it is empty. Image 4 (red arrow) shows
that destination folder 104 does not exist (there is no folder symbol) and the camera will create it
if selected. Now move on to step 5.Figure 2.5H: Selecting a destination folder from a list of
foldersSelect folder from list: If there are no existing folders on the destination card, this option
will be grayed out. Obviously you can’t copy images to a folder that doesn’t exist, so use the
Select folder by number option to create a new folder. If this option is not grayed out, choose
Select folder from list and scroll to the right (figure 2.5H, image 1). The next screen will display a
list of folders. My list in figure 2.5H, image 2, has two folders in it. I chose to copy to the folder
named 103ND850, a folder that already exists on the destination card. For safety’s sake, you
can press the Playback zoom out/Flash mode button to examine the images in an existing
destination folder before you start copying. After you have selected the destination folder, move
on to step 5.Figure 2.5I: Copying images5. Now it’s finally time to copy some images. We’ve
selected a source card and folder, some images, and a destination folder. Notice that you don’t
have to select a destination memory card. Since we’ve already selected a source card, the other
card automatically becomes the destination. The D850 does not support copying images to the
same memory card; you can copy only to the other card. All that’s left is to select Copy
image(s)? and press the OK button (figure 2.5I).6. After you have selected Copy image(s)?,



you’ll see a screen asking for verification. Mine says Copy? 5 images (figure 2.5I, image 2).
Select Yes and press the OK button. Figure 2.5I, image 3, shows that the camera is currently
Copying number 4 of 5 pictures (4/5) from the source card to the destination card. Notice that
the screen shows the progress of the copy action with a yellow to green progress bar. This may
take several minutes to complete if you are copying a large number of images.7. Figure 2.5I,
image 4, shows the final screen in the series, signifying that the image copying process is
complete. Press the OK button to return to the main menu.8. There is one more screen to be
aware of, in case you try to copy images into a folder where they already exist. If an identical file
name already exists in the destination folder, you may or may not want to overwrite it. The
camera will warn you with the screen shown in figure 2.5J, and it will display the card slot for
each image and a thumbnail of both images. You can choose Replace existing image (replace
one image that has the same name), Replace all (replace all images that have the same
names), Skip (don’t copy this image), or Cancel (stop the entire copy operation). Press the OK
button to confirm your choice.Figure 2.5J: Image overwrite warning screenAccidentally Inserting
a Write-Locked SD CardThe D850 refuses to take pictures if you insert an SD card with write-
lock (write protection) set to on. If a locked SD card is inserted into the camera, you will see the
word CArd blinking on the Control panel (yes, for some reason it has an uppercase A). The
Monitor will display the message: [SD] Memory card is locked. Slide lock to “write” position. If
you press the info button, you will see the word Card (with no uppercase A), in large size,
blinking on the Monitor where the shutter speed is normally displayed. Just below, you will see a
small SD card symbol blinking, next to a key symbol, where the JPEG compression level is
normally displayed (e.g., FINE).I have found no way to lock my Sony XQD card, so unless other
brands of XQD cards provide write protection capability, the XQD card should not cause a
problem with write protection errors.Image Review(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page
27)Image review displays an image you’ve just taken on your camera’s Monitor. With this
function set to On, you will see each picture just after you take it. You can review the image for
quality and usefulness.With Image review set to Off, you won’t see each picture unless you
press the Playback button afterward. This saves battery life. However, the D850 does not use a
lot of power, so the battery is long lived. If you prefer to review each image after you take it, then
you’ll need to set this feature to On.You can control how long each image is displayed on the
Monitor before it shuts off by adjusting Custom Setting Menu > c Timers/AE lock > c4 Monitor off
delay > Image review. This custom image review time can be adjusted to display pictures from 2
seconds to 10 minutes. We’ll discuss the image review timeout setting in more detail in the
chapter titled Custom Setting Menu on page 288. There are two Image review settings:On:
Shows the picture on the Monitor after each shutter releaseOff: The Monitor stays off when you
take picturesFigure 2.6: Enabling Image reviewHere are the steps to choose an Image review
setting:1. Choose Image review from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.6, image
1).2. Select On or Off from the Image review screen (figure 2.6, image 2) and press the OK
button to lock in the setting.Settings Recommendation: Because the camera’s battery lasts a



long time, most of us will set this feature to On right away. Otherwise, the only way to view an
image after taking it is to press the Playback button. I am an unashamed image chimper (see
sidebar Are You a Chimper, Too?) and I examine each image, if there’s time. However, if you are
shooting a sports event and blasting through hundreds of shots per hour, there’s not much time
to view each image. It all boils down to how you shoot. If you aren’t inclined to view your images
as you take them, then it may be a good idea to set Image review to Off—merely to save battery
life.Are You a Chimper, Too?Chimping means reviewing images on the Monitor after each shot. I
guess people think you look like a monkey if you review each image. Well, I do it anyway!
Sometimes I even make monkey noises when I’m chimping my images. Try saying, “Oo, Oo, Oo,
Ah, Ah, Ah” when you’re looking at an image and are happy with it. That’s chimping with style,
and it’s why the word was invented.After Delete(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page
27)If you delete an image during playback (Image review), one of your other images will be
displayed on the camera’s Monitor. The After delete function lets you select which image is
displayed after you delete an image. The camera can display the next image or the previous
image, or it can detect which direction you were scrolling—forward or backward—and let that
determine which image appears after you delete another. The three selections on the After
delete menu are:Show next: If you delete an image and it wasn’t the last image on the memory
card, the camera will display the next image on the card. If you delete the last image on the card,
the previous image will be displayed. Show next is the factory default behavior of the D850.Show
previous: If you delete the first image on the memory card, the camera will display the next
image. If you delete an image somewhere in the middle or at the end of the memory card, the
previous image will be displayed.Continue as before: This weird little setting shows the flexibility
of computerized camera technology in all its glory. If you are scrolling to the right (the order in
which the images were taken) and decide to delete an image, the camera uses the Show next
method to display the next image. If you happen to be scrolling to the left (opposite from the
order in which the images were taken) when you decide to delete a picture, the camera will use
the Show previous method instead.Figure 2.7: After deleteUse the following steps to choose an
After delete setting:1. Choose After delete from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure
2.7, image 1).2. Select one of the three settings from the After delete screen (figure 2.7, image
2) and press the OK button to lock in the setting.Settings Recommendation: When I delete an
image, I’m not overly concerned about which image shows next—most of the time. However, this
functionality is handy in certain styles of shooting and when I am deleting rejects.For instance,
some sports or wildlife shooters might like to move backward through a long sequence of
images, starting with the last image taken. They can then delete the images that are not usable
in the sequence, and the camera will immediately show the previous image for review. When
they reach the first image in the sequence, the entire series is clean and ready to use.I leave my
camera set to Continue as before because it will use the direction I was scrolling to decide which
image to display after deleting one.After Burst, Show(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide:
Page 28)The After burst, show function will work only if you have Image review (page 41) turned



off. When you are taking pictures in one of the burst modes, using Continuous high (CH) or
Continuous low (CL) Release mode, you can use this function to choose whether the camera
displays the first or last photo in the series of images on the camera’s Monitor for review.Since
Image review must be turned off, the camera will not display an image at all until you press the
Playback button. When you press Playback, the camera will display the first or last image in the
burst series, according to how you have this function configured.Figure 2.8: After burst,
showUse the following steps to choose an After burst, show setting:1. Choose After burst, show
from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.8, image 1).2. Select either First image in
burst or Last image in burst (figure 2.8, image 2) and press the OK button to lock in your
choice.Settings Recommendation: After testing this function, I chose the First image in burst
setting so that I could easily scroll forward through all the images in the series. If you would
prefer to see the last image for validation, choose the other option.I do not generally use this
function much because I prefer the Image review function’s way of doing things. If Image review
is still turned on and you quickly look at the camera’s Monitor after a long burst series, you will
see individual images in the series scroll by on the Monitor as the camera writes the images to
the memory card. The number of images you actually see is affected by the speed of your
memory card.Auto Image Rotation(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page 28)Auto image
rotation is concerned with how vertical images are displayed on your camera’s Monitor and later
on your computer. Horizontal images are not affected by this setting. The camera has a direction-
sensing device, so it knows how the camera was oriented when a picture was taken.Depending
on how you have Auto image rotation set, how the Playback Menu > Rotate tall setting is set,
and the direction in which you hold your camera’s hand grip, the camera will display a vertical
image either as an upright portrait image, with the top of the image at the top of the Monitor, or
lying on its side in a horizontal direction, with the top of the image to the left or right on the
Monitor. The two selections in the menu are as follows:On: With Auto image rotation turned On,
the camera stores orientation information within each image, primarily so the image will display
correctly in computer software such as Photoshop, Lightroom, and Nikon Capture NX-D. In other
words, the camera records, as part of the image metadata, whether you were holding your
camera horizontally or vertically (hand grip down or hand grip up). The image will display in the
correct orientation on your camera’s Monitor only if you have Playback Menu > Rotate tall set to
On. Auto image rotation lets the image speak for itself as to orientation, while Rotate tall lets the
camera listen to the image and display it in the proper orientation.Off: If Auto image rotation is
turned Off, the vertical image will be displayed as a horizontal image lying on its side in your
computer software. The top of the image will be on the left or right according to how you held the
hand grip—up or down—when you took the picture. The camera does not record orientation
information in the image metadata. It will display images horizontally even if you have the
Playback Menu > Rotate tall function set to On.Figure 2.9: Auto image rotation settingsUse the
following steps to set the Auto image rotation function:1. Select Auto image rotation from the
Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.9, image 1).2. Choose On or Off from the menu



(figure 2.9, image 2) and press the OK button to lock in your selection.If you’re shooting in one of
the Continuous frame advance modes (CL or CH), the position in which you hold your camera
for the first shot sets the direction in which images are displayed.Settings Recommendation: If
you want your portrait-oriented images to be displayed vertically on your camera’s Monitor and
in your computer, you need to be sure that Auto image rotation is set to On. I always keep mine
set that way.Rotate Tall(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page 29)When you shoot a
portrait-oriented (vertical) image with the camera turned sideways, the image can later be
viewed as a horizontal image lying on its side or as a smaller, upright (tall) image on the
camera’s horizontal (wide) Monitor.If you view the image immediately after taking it, the
camera’s software assumes that you are still holding the camera in the rotated position and the
image will be displayed correctly for that angle. Later, if you are reviewing the image with the
camera’s playback functionality and have Rotate tall set to On, the image will be displayed as an
upright, vertical image that is smaller so it will fit on the horizontal Monitor. You can zoom in to
see sharpness detail if needed.If you would rather have the camera leave the image lying on its
side in a horizontal view, you’ll need to choose Off. The following two settings are available.On:
When you take a vertical image, the camera will rotate it so you don’t have to turn your camera to
view it naturally during playback. This resizes the view of the image so that a vertical image fits in
the horizontal frame of the Monitor. The image will be a bit smaller than normal. When you first
view the image after taking it, the camera does not rotate it because it assumes you are still
holding the camera in a vertical orientation. It also senses which end of the camera is up—if the
Shutter-release button is up or down—and displays the image accordingly.Off: Vertical images
are left in a horizontal direction, lying on their side; you’ll need to turn the camera to view the
images in the same orientation as when they were taken. This provides a slightly larger view of a
portrait-oriented image.Figure 2.10: Rotate tallUse these steps to choose a Rotate tall setting:1.
Choose Rotate tall from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.10, image 1).2.
Select On or Off from the Rotate tall screen (figure 2.10, image 2) and press the OK button to
finish.The function just before Rotate tall, called Auto image rotation, causes the camera to
record the angle at which you are holding it as part of the image’s metadata. Auto image rotation
should be set to On so that an image will report how it should be displayed on the camera’s
Monitor and on your computer.In other words, Rotate tall and Auto image rotation work together
to display your image in the correct orientation. Rotate tall gives you the choice of how the image
is viewed based on the orientation information it finds in the image’s metadata. Auto image
rotation causes the camera to store how the image was taken so it will know whether the image
has a vertical or horizontal composition. It can then report this information to the Rotate tall
function.Settings Recommendation: I leave Rotate tall set to On. That way I can view a portrait-
oriented image in its natural, vertical orientation without turning my camera. Be sure you
understand the relationship between this function and Auto image rotation, which stores
orientation data with the picture.Slide Show(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu Guide: Page
29)Slide show allows you to display an automatic, sequenced show of images and movies on



your camera’s Monitor. With the D850’s big 3.2-inch Monitor and XGA resolution, it should be a
satisfying viewing experience for one or two people.If the camera Monitor is not large enough,
you can connect the camera to a high-definition television (HDTV) and do a slide show for an
even larger group. Connecting to an HDTV requires the separate purchase of an HDMI (type A)
to mini-HDMI (type C) cable.When you are ready for your show, you can control how long each
image is displayed with the Frame interval setting. First, let’s see how to start a Slide show
(following the D850’s menu order), and then we’ll see how to change the Image type for display
and Frame interval timing.Starting a Slide ShowYou can start the Slide show immediately, and it
will commence with a default display time (Frame interval) of two seconds (2s) per image,
displaying the images and movies it finds on your camera’s memory card(s).Figure 2.11A:
Starting a Slide showUse the following steps to start a Slide show immediately:1. Select Slide
show from the Playback Menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.11A, image 1).2. Select Start and
the Slide show will begin immediately (figure 2.11A, image 2), using the default Image type (Still
images and Movies) and Frame interval timing (2 s).You can easily change the way the camera
chooses what Image type to display during the Slide show. The next subsection shows
how.Selecting an Image Type for a Slide ShowAs you will notice in figure 2.11B, image 2, you
can set the camera to display Still images and movies, Still images only, or Movies only.Figure
2.11B: Selecting the Slide show Image typeUse the following steps to change the Image type for
display:1. Select Image type from the Slide show screen (figure 2.11B, image 1).2. Choose one
of the three listed image types (figure 2.11B, image 2) and press the OK button to lock in your
choice.Note: If Movies is grayed out and unavailable, it simply means you have no movies on the
memory cards inserted in the camera.Now let’s consider how to change the amount of time
before the camera changes to the next image or movie in the slide show.Changing a Slide
Show’s Frame IntervalIf you want to allow a little more time for each Still image to display or
between each Movie, you’ll need to change the Frame interval (display time). Your Frame
interval choices are as follows.2 s: 2 seconds3 s: 3 seconds5 s: 5 seconds10 s: 10
secondsFigure 2.11C: Selecting the Slide show Frame intervalUse these steps to change the
Slide show’s Frame interval:1. Choose Frame interval from the Slide show menu and scroll to the
right (figure 2.11C, image 1).2. Select one of the four choices from 2 s to 10 s (figure 2.11C,
image 2) and press the OK button to lock in a new Frame interval.To start the Slide show after
you change the Frame interval, repeat the steps shown in the previous subsection, Starting a
Slide Show (page 47). The Slide show will now run at the speed you chose.Settings
Recommendation: I usually set the Frame interval to 3 s. If the images are especially beautiful, I
might set it to 5 s. I’ve found that 2 s is not quite enough, and 5 s or 10 s may be too long. I wish
there were a four-second setting, but 3 s seems to work well most of the time.Slide Show
Camera Control OptionsSeveral options affect how the images are displayed during a slide
show. None of these options are in the camera menus; they are available through the camera’s
controls. Your options are as follows:Skip back/Skip ahead: During the slide show you can go
back to the previous image for another viewing by simply pressing left on the Multi selector pad.



You can also see the next image with no delay by pressing right on the Multi selector pad. This is
a quick way to skip images or review previous images without stopping the slide show.View
additional photo information: While the slide show is running, you can press up or down on the
Multi selector pad to view the additional data screens. The screens you will see depends on how
you have your camera’s Playback display options configured for Highlights, Focus point, RGB
histogram, and Shooting data (see the section called Playback Display Options earlier in this
chapter). If any of these screens are available, they can be used during the slide show.Pause
slide show: During the slide show you may want to Pause, change the Frame interval, or even
Exit the show. If you press the OK button, the slide show will be suspended and you will see the
Pause screen (figure 2.11D). It has the following choices:Restart: Selecting OK or scrolling to the
right with the Multi selector pad when this option is highlighted continues the slide show, starting
with the image following the last one that was viewed.Frame interval: Selecting OK or scrolling to
the right with the Multi selector pad when this option is highlighted takes you to the screen that
allows you to change the display time to one of four values: 2 s, 3 s, 5 s, or 10 s. After you
choose the new Frame interval, select Restart to continue the slide show where you left off.Exit:
This option exits the slide show immediately. It is unrelated to the next three items in the main
list, which provide alternate ways to exit a slide show without pulling up the Pause screen.Exit to
the Playback Menu: If you want to quickly exit the slide show, simply press the MENU button and
you’ll jump directly back to the Playback Menu.Exit to playback mode: You can press the
Playback button to stop the slide show and switch to a normal full-frame or thumbnail view of the
last image seen in the slide show. This exits the show on the last image viewed.Exit to shooting
mode: If you press the Shutter-release button halfway down, the slide show will stop. The
camera is now in shooting mode, meaning that it is ready to take some pictures.Figure 2.11D:
Slide show Pause and RestartSelect to Send to Smart Device(User’s Manual: Page 249, Menu
Guide: Page 31)Select to send to smart device allows you to select a number of images to
automatically send to your smartphone or tablet by using the Nikon SnapBridge app. Let’s
examine how to select specific images for wireless transfer.Note: Refer to the SnapBridge
Configuration section in chapter 1 (page 15) to configure your smart device for communication
with your D850.Figure 2.12A: Selecting images to transfer via the SnapBridge appUse the
following steps to select images to send to your smart device with the SnapBridge app:1. Follow
the screen flow shown in figure 2.12A, images 1 and 2 (Select to send to smart device > Select
image(s)), until you arrive at the third screen in the series.2. Scroll with the Multi selector pad
and use the Multi selector center button to select individual images for transfer. You will note a
double-headed arrow symbol in the top-right corner of each selected image (figure 2.12A, image
3, red arrow). You can’t see all of them, but I have selected five images for transfer. (Note: You
must select JPEG images for transfer with this function. RAW images are not compatible.) Once
you have selected the images you want to send, press the OK button. A message will flash on
the camera’s Monitor with the words Selection complete (figure 2.12A, image 4).Figure 2.12B:
Using the SnapBridge app to transfer selected pictures3. You should have already configured



the SnapBridge app on your smart device and made a connection between the camera and
smart device (page 432). Open your connected SnapBridge app and, if Auto link is enabled
(figure 2.12B, image 1, middle red arrow), the image(s) you have previously selected (see figure
2.12A) will start flowing to the smart device. You can tell that your images are transferring by the
little picture symbol at the point of the top red arrow in image 1. That little symbol will move
between the camera icon and smart device icon until all the images have transferred. The Auto
download setting, under Auto Link Options, defaults to downloading 2 megapixel images to save
space on your limited-memory smart device. When the moving picture transfer symbol
disappears, you will notice that there is a red dot next to the Gallery symbol at the bottom of your
smart device screen (figure 2.12B, image 1, bottom red arrow). This red dot signifies that there
are new images ready to view in the Gallery. Touch the Gallery symbol.4. The Gallery screen will
now open on your smart device (figure 2.12B, image 2). If it is not already selected, touch the
yellow Latest download selection (red arrow). Thumbnails for the pictures you transferred are
available. Touch a picture to open it for full-screen viewing.The image(s) you marked for transfer
will stay marked, until the transfer takes place. Let’s discuss how to deselect marked images that
have not been transferred. Turning off the camera does not clear them, only a successful transfer
will.Figure 2.12C: Deselecting marked images that have not been transferredUse the following
steps to Deselect all marked images:1. Choose Deselect all from the menu and scroll to the right
(figure 2.12C, image 1).2. A popup menu with the words Deselect all images? will show (figure
2.12C, image 2). Select Yes and press the OK button. The camera will immediately deselect all
marked images, followed by the brief message Deselected (figure 2.12C, image 3).Settings
Recommendation: The connection between a smart device and the camera can be tenuous at
times, especially where the smart device has other Wi-Fi choices to seduce it away from your
camera’s built-in Wi-Fi. While mostly reliable, no communication between devices is perfect.
Therefore, be prepared to learn the ins and outs of using SnapBridge and you’ll have a good way
to transfer images for use on social media sites and to show to clients on a larger
screen.Playback i Button MenuThe Nikon D850 has a special menu that is accessible only when
you have an image showing on the Monitor during playback. This is not a main Playback Menu
item. This menu is a shortcut menu that we will call the Playback i button menu.Figure 2.13A:
Playback i button menuTo open the Playback i button menu, press the Playback button (figure
2.13A, image 1), display a picture on the camera’s Monitor (image 2), and then press the i button
(image 3). The Playback i button menu has four separate menu items (image 4) that affect the
displayed image.Let’s consider each of the four items to see what they do. Keep in mind that the
Playback i button menu is a shortcut menu that takes you to specific functions that affect the
currently displayed image. The purpose of this chapter section is to introduce you to the menu
and its items; it does not include a detailed discussion of what each item does. Each item will be
covered in greater detail in other chapters of this book.RatingThe Rating system in the D850
allows you to add your own personal one- to five-star rating to a displayed image (figure
2.13B).Figure 2.13B: Adding a star () rating to your picturesUse the following steps to add a star



() rating to an image:1. Figure 2.13B begins where figure 2.13A leaves off. Choose Rating from
the menu and scroll to the right (figure 2.13B, image 1).2. Use the Multi selector pad to scroll to
the right (or left) until you have displayed the number of stars you want to use as the rating for
this image (figure 2.13B, image 2, red arrow). Choose from one () to five stars (). I selected four
stars.3. Press the OK button to lock in the rating. The Monitor will now display a rating (e.g., 4) in
the bottom-left corner of the image (figure 2.13B, image 3, red arrow).Note: You can also assign
the Rating system option to the camera’s Fn2 button (see page 321).Select to Send to Smart
Device/DeselectThe D850 allows you to transfer specifically marked pictures to your tablet or
smartphone (smart device) using the SnapBridge app. The Select to send to smart device/
deselect function works in a similar manner to the Select to send to smart device function
considered earlier in this chapter (page 50), except that it is for marking one image at a time
instead of multiple images.Figure 2.13C: Marking an image for transfer to a smart deviceUse the
following steps to mark an image for sending to a smart device:1. Figure 2.13C begins where
figure 2.13A leaves off. Choose Select to send to smart device/deselect from the menu and
scroll to the right (figure 2.13C, image 1).2. The Monitor will now display the transfer symbol at
the top of the image (figure 2.13C, image 2, red arrow).3. Use the Select to Send to Smart
Device section earlier in this chapter (page 50) as a reference for how to send marked pictures
to your smart device.Note: Refer to the SnapBridge Configuration section in chapter 1 (page 15)
to configure your smart device for communication with your D850.RetouchThe Retouch function
allows you to access 11 Retouch Menu items so that you can postprocess NEF (RAW) images
in-camera, and also modify JPEG images with special Retouch functions, such as Trim, Resize,
and D-Lighting.The Retouch functions listed on this menu are discussed in detail in the chapter
titled Retouch Menu (page 467); therefore, we will simply learn how to select a Retouch item in
this section.Figure 2.13D: Accessing the Retouch Menu to modify an existing imageUse the
following steps to access the Retouch Menu for the displayed image:1. Figure 2.13D begins
where figure 2.13A leaves off. Choose Retouch from the menu and scroll to the right (figure
2.13D, image 1).2. You may now select from 11 separate Retouch Menu items (figure 2.13D,
image 2). Some are available for NEF (RAW) images only and others work for both JPEGs and
NEF. Highlight the Retouch Menu item and press the OK button to enter the Retouch Menu for
that item.Note: Refer to the individual Retouch Menu items in the chapter titled Retouch Menu
(page 487) for an explanation of each individual function.Choose Slot and FolderThe Choose
slot and folder function allows you to select images to view from a particular folder on one of the
D850’s two memory cards.This function duplicates some of the functionality found in two Setup
Menu options: Photo Shooting Menu > Storage folder > Select folder from list (page 39) and also
Photo Shooting Menu > Primary slot selection (page 76).Figure 2.13E: Choose the slot and
folder from which you want to view imagesUse the following steps to choose a slot and folder
from which you want to view images on the camera’s Monitor:1. Figure 2.13E begins where
figure 2.13A ends. Select Choose slot and folder from the menu and scroll to the right (figure
2.13E, image 1).2. Choose one of the two slots: XQD card slot or SD card slot (if there is a



memory card in each slot; figure 2.13E, image 2). Scroll to the right.3. Select a folder that
contains images you want to view (figure 2.13E, image 3). Press the OK button to lock in your
choice and view the pictures on the Monitor from the newly selected slot and folder.Author’s
ConclusionWe have configured all aspects of the camera’s image Playback system. By now you
should be pretty well informed on how to use the Playback functions to view your images on the
camera Monitor or a smart device (smartphone or tablet).Let’s move on to the next menu system
in the camera, the Photo Shooting Menu. This is one of the most important menus for
photographers because it affects how the camera is configured to shoot still pictures.03 Photo
Shooting MenuSnow Cross Race © 2018 Michael Goodman (Mrginhop)The Photo Shooting
Menu settings are some of the most-used functions in the camera. Spend time carefully learning
about each of these selections because you will use them often. They affect how your camera
takes pictures in all sorts of ways. Figure 3.0 shows the Photo Shooting Menu.Figure 3.0: Photo
Shooting MenuHere is a list and overview of the 28 items found on the D850 Photo Shooting
Menu. Each of these items can be configured in a different way by using one of the four available
Photo shooting menu banks. Each bank contains its own separate camera configuration and you
can switch among them.Photo shooting menu bank: Allows configuration of the camera in four
separate ways so that it can act like four different cameras as you change banks (A, B, C, and
D).Extended photo menu banks: You can save not only the internal camera Photo Shooting
Menu function configurations, but also the exposure mode and shutter speed (when you use S
and M exposure modes) and the exposure mode and aperture (when you use A and M exposure
modes). Later, when you select a Photo shooting menu bank, the exposure mode and the
aperture or shutter speed setting will be recalled along with that bank’s previous
configuration.Storage folder: Selects the folder (e.g., 100ND850) into which subsequent images
will be stored on the camera’s memory card(s).File naming: Lets you change three characters of
the image’s file name so that it is personalized.Primary slot selection: You can select either the
XQD or SD memory card slot to be the primary slot that receives images.Secondary slot
function: Allows you to select either the XQD or SD memory card slot to be the secondary slot
that receives image overflow or copies.Flash control: Provides a means for your D850 to control
wireless flash units (e.g., SB-5000, SB-500), either by optical or radio control.Image area: Allows
you to choose one of the FX (36 × 24), 1.2x (30 × 20), DX (24 × 16), 5:4 (30 × 24), or 1.1x (24 ×
24) Image area modes.Image quality: You can select from 14 image quality types, such as JPEG
fine, NEF (RAW), or TIFF. The camera adds a star symbol () next to certain JPEG quality types
to signify that it will use high-image-quality priority, which will vary JPEG image size according to
complexity (higher complexity = larger file size). If there is no star, the camera will use file-size
priority, which will compress complex images more than simple images, to provide a similar file
size.Image size: Allows you to choose whether to shoot Large, Medium, or Small images in both
NEF (RAW) and JPEG formats. The Nikon D850 has three NEF (RAW) image sizes (RAW L,
RAW M, and RAW S) along with three JPEG sizes (L, M, and S).NEF (RAW) recording: Allows
you to choose the image compression type and bit depth for NEF (RAW) files, including RAW L



(Large), RAW M (Medium), and RAW S (Small). You can select Lossless compressed,
Compressed, or Uncompressed for the RAW compression type and 12-bit or 14-bit for the bit
depth (page 114) of each image.ISO sensitivity settings: Allows you to manually set the ISO
sensitivity between ISO 32 (Lo 1) and ISO 102,400 (Hi 2), for normal exposures or flash
(separate controls), or let the camera decide for you automatically with Auto ISO sensitivity
control. It also lets you control the Minimum shutter speed the camera will normally use with
Auto ISO sensitivity control.White balance: You can choose from eight different preset White
balance (WB) types (e.g., Direct sunlight, Flash, Shade), or you can directly choose a WB value
from 2500K to 10,000K (Choose color temp.). You can also directly measure the ambient light’s
color balance (PRE) by using a white or gray card.Set Picture Control: You can choose from
eight Picture Controls that modify how JPEG pictures look.Manage Picture Control: Lets you
save, load, rename, or delete custom Picture Controls from your camera’s internal memory or
card slots.Color space: Your camera can use either the commercial-printing standard Adobe
RGB or the Internet-use and home-printing standard sRGB color space.Active D-Lighting:
Allows you to select from five levels of automatic contrast correction for your images. The
camera itself will protect your images from a degree of under- or overexposure.Long exposure
NR: Uses the “dark-frame subtraction” method to significantly reduce noise (bright spots and
fog) in long exposures. A very powerful and useful function if you make long exposures because
it is not as damaging to the image as blurring noise reduction.High ISO NR: Gives you three
levels of a blurring and resharpening method to remove noise from images shot with high ISO
sensitivity values.Vignette control: This function allows you to automatically remove various
amounts of the corner darkness resulting from using certain lenses at maximum aperture.
Provides for three levels of vignette control when using a lens of the G, E, or D types. Excludes
PC lenses.Auto distortion control: With a G, E, or D type Nikkor lens, the camera can
automatically reduce barrel distortion when using a wide-angle lens, and pincushion distortion
when using a telephoto lens.Flicker reduction: Allows the camera to reduce the effects of flicker
under fluorescent and mercury vapor lighting. While in use the Viewfinder will display a
FLICKER icon.Auto bracketing set: Allows you to choose one of five different types of bracketing
to use when you are using Auto bracketing (page 163).Multiple exposure: Allows you to take
more than one exposure in a single frame and then combine the exposures in interesting
ways.HDR (high dynamic range): You can create a two-exposure HDR image. The camera will
automatically combine them. Use for JPEG or TIFF images only.Interval timer shooting: You can
put your camera on a tripod and set it to make one to several exposures at customizable time
intervals.Focus shift shooting: The camera varies its focus over a series of images (up to 300),
with customizable intervals and focus step depths. The images can later be combined—in your
computer, not in the camera—into one image with very deep depth of field.Silent live view
photography: Allows you to do silent Live view photography, where the camera uses its
electronic shutter to make exposures with no noise. Used for shooting in environments where
camera noise is not allowed.Now, let’s consider each of these 28 Photo Shooting Menu



functions in more detail.Photo Shooting Menu Bank(User’s Manual: Page 250, Menu Guide:
Page 33)The Photo shooting menu banks are unique to professional-level cameras. Most
Nikons have a Photo Shooting Menu, but only the best have multiple Photo shooting menu
banks. Using the four banks, your D850 can change from a pro camera to a point-and-shoot,
and anything in between, with just a few button presses. Let me give you a couple of examples
of what I mean.It can shoot RAW files using ISO 64 in Adobe RGB Color space with the Fn1
button assigned to Spot metering for serious professional shooting, and very quickly change to
Normal quality JPEGs at ISO 400 in sRGB Color space with high image sharpening for that
party where you don’t want to think about anything but having a good time. These are only two
variations of the many available combinations of bank settings you can design.The D850 has not
only four Photo shooting menu banks, but also four Custom settings banks (covered in the
Custom Setting Menu chapter, page 243). No direct relationships exist between the Photo
shooting menu banks and the Custom settings banks, although you could create one by naming
them in a similar way and configuring them for similar purposes.You can easily configure the
functionality of each bank with different settings, name them accordingly, and use them to
quickly change the way your camera behaves. Multiple cameras in one!There are four default
bank names: A, B, C, and D. You can add your own labels to any of these. In this chapter, we’ll
assume that your camera banks have not yet been adjusted and that you are not entirely familiar
with the process. Let’s learn how to label bank A with a more useful name and set its individual
features. When you’ve done this once, you’ll be ready to set up your camera for special uses and
switch between banks quickly.We will fully configure only a single bank in this chapter (bank A).
Just repeat the same process for each bank, with different settings.Figure 3.1A: Selecting and
changing a Photo shooting menu bankFollowing are the steps to create a label for Photo
shooting menu bank A. Repeat these steps to label the other three banks (B, C, and D):1. Notice
in figure 3.1A, image 1, there’s a selection called Photo shooting menu bank with an A after it.
This means the camera is using Photo shooting menu bank A. If any letter other than A is
showing, you are using a different Photo shooting menu bank. Let’s give Photo shooting menu
bank A a new label so you’ll be able to see at a glance what this particular bank is set up to
accomplish. Select Photo shooting menu bank from the Photo Shooting Menu and scroll to the
right.2. Assuming you haven’t yet renamed any of your Photo shooting menu banks, you’ll see
the four banks called A, B, C, D, with a blank line following each letter (figure 3.1A, image 2). The
factory default for an unnamed bank is simply a blank field following the letter. Using the Multi
selector pad, scroll to the right on the bank you want to rename (figure 3.1A, image 2). If you
press the OK button instead of scrolling to the right, you will simply select the bank. You must
scroll right when the bank is highlighted in order to modify its name.3. As shown in figure 3.1A,
images 3 and 4, you can add a personalized label to the bank. I added the words General
Purpose there. Please read over the next four substeps before attempting to add a label. Here’s
how it’s done:Add a character: To add the new name for your camera’s bank A, there are two
methods. This screen is touch sensitive, so you can select the characters by: (1) touching them



on the Monitor, or (2) scrolling around with the Multi selector pad and using the Multi selector
center button to select letters, numbers, and symbols with the yellow cursor. You should see
each character appear in the gray text field when you select it with the Multi selector center
button, or touch it on the Monitor. You can hold down the checkered Thumbnail/playback zoom
out/flash button and use the Multi selector pad to move back and forth in the gray text field
(hardest method). Or, you can simply touch the Monitor on the text field position where you want
to add a character and then touch the character you want to add (easiest method). The small
arrows at the top left of the screen in image 3 allow you to move left and right in the text field.
There is an underscore and a space character at the end of the alphabet, just before the Aa&
button (bottom right of screen).Delete a character: If you want to delete a character from the gray
text field, use one of the following methods: (1) move the darker gray cursor over the top of the
letter by holding down the checkered Thumbnail/playback zoom out/flash button while pressing
the Multi selector pad left or right. Once you have highlighted the character you want to remove,
press the physical Delete button (garbage can) on the camera’s back. Or, (2) you can simply
touch the character you want to delete in the text field and then touch the Delete button at the
bottom of the screen (image 3).Character locations: Uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers,
and symbols are available by scrolling up or down with the Multi selector pad. Or, you can touch
the Aa& button on the bottom right of the screen multiple times to change out the character
set.Character limits: You are limited to 20 characters in the new bank name. Press the OK button
to save the new name. When you check the bank’s name under the Photo shooting menu bank
A setting, you’ll see the bank’s new label (figure 3.1A, image 4). If you were renaming bank A, it
is now also selected for use.Settings Recommendation: I generally name and configure my
camera’s Photo shooting menu banks as shown in the following list. Each of the label names
describes at a glance how I intend to use a bank when shooting. You may want to use different
names and settings for each bank, but this list may give you some ideas:Bank A – General
Purpose: Bank A is my general purpose bank. I use it when I’m just walking around with my
camera doing general photography. I will often modify the camera’s settings when using bank A.
I know to check before shooting when using this bank. I generally shoot in RAW mode but might
switch to JPEG as needed. This is a completely variable bank and the only one I modify
regularly.Bank B – Best Quality RAW: Bank B is for when I am shooting commercially, with the
best quality my camera can muster. I use this on any type of shoot that requires me to post-
process the images in-computer. My critical settings for bank B are as follows:Photo Shooting
Menu > Image area > Choose image area set to FXPhoto Shooting Menu > Image quality set to
NEF (RAW)Photo Shooting Menu > Image size > NEF (RAW) set to Large (RAW L)Photo
Shooting Menu > NEF (RAW) recording > NEF (RAW) compression set to Lossless
compressedPhoto Shooting Menu > NEF (RAW) recording > NEF (RAW) bit depth set to 14-
bitPhoto Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings > ISO sensitivity set to ISO 64Photo Shooting
Menu > White balance set to AUTOPhoto Shooting Menu > Set Picture Control set to Neutral
(NL)Photo Shooting Menu > Color space set to Adobe RGBPhoto Shooting Menu > Active D-



Lighting set to OffPhoto Shooting Menu > Long exposure NR set to OnPhoto Shooting Menu >
High ISO NR set to Normal (NORM)Photo Shooting Menu > Vignette control set to Normal
(N)Aperture-priority (A) mode (use MODE button) with the aperture set to f/8If Photo Shooting
Menu > Extended photo menu banks is set to On, the camera will remember the last exposure
mode and aperture or shutter speed, saving it under the current bank with the rest of your
settings for that bank. See the section Extended Photo Menu Banks (page 68) for more
information. Once it’s set, I rarely modify this bank. If I’m shooting landscapes from a tripod, I
may lower the ISO sensitivity to ISO 32 (Lo1 or L1.0) by holding down the ISO button and turning
the rear Main command dial.Bank C – Best Quality JPEG: Bank C is for when I have no time to
post-process the images. I need them as soon as I shoot them but must have maximum quality.
My critical settings for bank C are as follows:Photo Shooting Menu > Image area > Choose
image area set to FXPhoto Shooting Menu > Image quality set to JPEG finePhoto Shooting
Menu > Image size > JPEG/TIFF set to Large (L)Photo Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings
> ISO sensitivity set to ISO 100Photo Shooting Menu > White balance set to AUTOPhoto
Shooting Menu > Set Picture Control set to Standard (SD)Photo Shooting Menu > Color space
set to Adobe RGBPhoto Shooting Menu > Active D-Lighting set to Low (L)Photo Shooting Menu
> Long exposure NR set to OnPhoto Shooting Menu > High ISO NR set to Normal
(NORM)Photo Shooting Menu > Vignette control set to Normal (N)Aperture-priority (A) mode
(use MODE button) with the aperture set to f/8Once it’s set, I rarely change this bank. I also use
Extended photo menu banks set to On, with Aperture-priority mode selected and aperture set to
f/8.Bank D – Party JPEG: When I am going to a party with friends, I’ll simply switch to this bank
and fire away. I could use bank A, but then I’d have to reset it to higher quality later. Instead, I use
this bank to have some fun with my camera and friends. The images must be high enough
quality to get good prints, at least 11 × 14 inches (27 × 35 cm) in size. My critical settings for
bank D are as follows:Photo Shooting Menu > Image area > Choose image area set to FXPhoto
Shooting Menu > Image quality set to JPEG finePhoto Shooting Menu > Image size > JPEG/
TIFF set to Small (S)Photo Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings > ISO sensitivity set to ISO
400Photo Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings > Auto ISO sensitivity control set to OnPhoto
Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings > Auto ISO sensitivity control > Maximum Sensitivity
set to 3200Photo Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings > Auto ISO sensitivity control >
Maximum sensitivity with [Flash] set to 1600Photo Shooting Menu > ISO sensitivity settings >
Auto ISO sensitivity control > Minimum shutter speed set to 1/100 sPhoto Shooting Menu >
White balance set to AUTOPhoto Shooting Menu > Set Picture Control set to Standard
(SD)Photo Shooting Menu > Color space set to sRGBPhoto Shooting Menu > Active D-Lighting
set to Normal (N)Photo Shooting Menu > Long exposure NR set to OnPhoto Shooting Menu >
High ISO NR set to Normal (NORM)Photo Shooting Menu > Vignette control set to Normal
(N)Programmed-auto (P) mode (use MODE button)Even though I turned on Auto ISO, I also set
ISO sensitivity to ISO 400. I’ll explain why in the upcoming note. Finally, I set Extended photo
menu banks to On, with Programmed auto exposure mode selected for thought-free shooting.



My camera is like a heavy Coolpix point-and-shoot for party time, but still gives me 11.4-
megapixel JPEG images good enough for a fairly large print and excellent for social media
use.Note: Why did I set a manual ISO sensitivity in Photo shooting menu bank D – Party JPEG? I
also turned on the Auto ISO sensitivity control. Shouldn’t that automatically handle all my ISO
sensitivity needs? Good questions! I set a manual ISO sensitivity because of an undocumented
feature in newer Nikons. If you set ISO sensitivity to a certain number when you have the Auto
ISO sensitivity control enabled, the ISO you set manually becomes a minimum ISO, while the
Auto ISO sensitivity control sets the maximum ISO.So, in my case, by setting an ISO of 400, I set
a minimum ISO that my camera will not go below. In my bank D setting, the Auto ISO sensitivity
control is set to never exceed ISO 3200 for use without flash and ISO 1600 for use with flash. I
have now created a range of ISO 400 to 3200 for no-flash use and ISO 400 to 1600 for flash use.
The camera will automatically adjust the ISO sensitivity, as needed, within my set
range.Alternate Photo Shooting Menu Bank AccessIf you would prefer, you can access the
Photo shooting menu banks without pressing the MENU button. Instead, you can access the
Photo shooting menu banks from the Quick Menu screen (figure 3.1B).Figure 3.1B: Accessing
the Photo shooting menu banks with the i button and Quick MenuUse these steps to change
Photo shooting menu banks quickly:1. Press the i button once (figure 3.1B, image 1). This will
cause the Quick Menu screen to appear.2. Select the Photo shooting menu bank position and
press the OK button (figure 3.1B, image 2).3. The normal Photo shooting menu bank screen will
now appear, allowing you to change quickly to a different bank (figure 3.1B, image 3). Notice the
names of my fully configured Photo shooting menu banks.Resetting a Bank to Factory Default
ValuesA time may come when you want to set a Photo shooting menu bank back to the default
factory values. To do so is fairly simple. Here’s how.Figure 3.1C: Resetting a Photo shooting
menu bankUse these steps to reset the Photo shooting menu bank back to factory defaults:1.
Choose one of the banks by highlighting it (figure 3.1C, image 1).2. Press the Delete button
(figure 3.1C, image 2).3. Select Yes on the popup window and press the OK button to reset the
bank (figure 3.1C, image 3). Select No to cancel.Identifying the Current Bank in UseYou can
identify which bank your camera is using without going back into the menu system. Two easily
accessible screens, the Control Panel and the Information display, both show the current Photo
shooting menu bank.Figure 3.1D: Current Photo shooting menu bankNotice how the current
bank is displayed for you on both screens (figure 3.1D, red arrows). The Control panel in image 1
shows SHOOT A, as does the Information display (press the info button).Working with Photo
Shooting Menu SettingsEach of the settings mentioned in my list of banks are Photo Shooting
Menu settings. We will discuss each of them in this chapter. If you don’t know where to find
them, do not attempt to set up your own banks until you have read over this chapter. You may
have a completely different idea on how to configure your banks. Think about the way you shoot,
and then name and configure the banks accordingly.To select a particular bank, simply go to
Photo Shooting Menu > Photo shooting menu bank, highlight a particular bank, and press the
OK button. The letter for the bank should appear to the right of the Photo shooting menu bank,



as seen in figure 3.1A, image 1.We are using Photo Shooting Menu bank A as our example and
must now set up the camera functionality for this bank; we have 27 functions left to set. Let’s
scroll down in the Photo Shooting Menu and configure each individual line item available there.
They will each be saved as part of bank A, which we renamed and selected. Changes in one
bank do not affect changes in another bank. Each bank is a standalone bank with separately
stored function settings, with a few exceptions that affect all four Photo shooting menu banks at
once, as follows:Extended photo menu banks settingsMultiple exposure settingsInterval timer
shooting settingsFocus shift shooting settingsIf you change any of these settings, they will affect
all four banks (A–D) simultaneously. Changing other settings affects only the bank your camera
is currently using. Since each bank can be configured with most items having different settings,
your D850 can act like four different cameras.Photo Shooting Menu Banks and Custom Settings
BanksCan you see how flexible having these four Photo shooting menu banks will make your
D850? You can create your own bank names and apply the underlying settings however you
wish.If you want, you can match these Photo shooting menu banks to similarly named Custom
settings banks, which allow you to set things like the Autofocus and Metering/exposure types.
When the Photo shooting menu banks and Custom settings banks are combined in this manner,
the D850 becomes a very powerful camera with strong flexibility to match different photographic
needs and styles.There are no direct connections between the Photo shooting menu banks and
Custom settings banks. I make my own mental connection by giving both similar names and
then selecting them at the same time.Extended Photo Menu Banks(User’s Manual: Page 250,
Menu Guide: Page 35)Extended photo menu banks is a simple function that sounds complex. All
it does is ask your camera to remember the last exposure (P, A, S, or M) and flash modes you
used in a particular bank, and the aperture if you are using A or M or the shutter speed if you are
using S or M. Here is how it works:Scenario 1: Let’s say you are using bank A with fill flash and
the exposure mode is set to Aperture-priority (A) mode with an aperture setting of f/8. You now
switch to bank B where you use Shutter-priority (S) mode for a while. Even if your camera is set
to Shutter-priority in bank B, when you switch back to bank A, the camera remembers that you
were previously using fill flash in Aperture-priority mode and an aperture setting of f/8 and sets
the camera back to those settings automatically.Scenario 2: You are using bank C and the
exposure mode is set to Manual (M) with an aperture of f/11 and a shutter speed of 1/125s. Now
you switch to bank D, which is using Programmed auto (P) mode. You shoot with bank D for a
while, then switch back to bank C. The camera, upon entering bank C, remembers that you were
using Manual mode with an aperture of f/11 and shutter speed of 1/125s previously and sets the
camera back to those settings.Scenario 3: You are using bank B with the exposure mode set to
Shutter-priority (S) and a shutter speed of 1/2000s because you are shooting an air show with
flying airplanes. You decide to take a picture showing the crowd, so you switch quickly to bank A,
which is using Aperture-priority mode. When you are done shooting the crowd, you switch back
to bank B and the camera remembers that you were using Shutter-priority and a shutter speed
of 1/2000s previously and sets the camera back to those settings. You continue shooting the air



show.With Extended photo menu banks enabled, your camera will remember the last exposure
mode and related settings used for each bank. The following list shows which settings it
remembers for each exposure mode selected:Programmed auto (P) mode: The camera will
remember that you were using P or P* (flexible program) modes. Since P mode asks the camera
to automatically adjust the aperture and shutter speed, it will not remember your previous
aperture and shutter speed settings when you switch banks. However, if you have overridden P
mode by placing the camera into flexible-program P* mode, the camera will remember that you
were in P* mode and the aperture you were using when you switched away from the bank. It also
remembers which flash mode you were using.Shutter-priority (S) mode: The camera will
remember that you were using Shutter-priority mode and the shutter speed you last used before
switching away from the bank. It also remembers which flash mode you were using.Aperture-
priority (A) mode: The camera will remember that you were using Aperture-priority mode and the
aperture you last used before switching away from the bank. It also remembers which flash
mode you were using.Manual (M) mode: The camera will remember that you were using Manual
mode and also the shutter speed and aperture you last used before switching away from the
bank. It also remembers which flash mode you were using.
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Richard, “Best book for anyone looking for an alternative to the manual..... I originally pre-
ordered this book in paperback but was pleasantly surprised to find that it was available in
Kindle and so ordered an immediate download the other day and determined to read the book
over the last many hours. It is recommended to read the book with camera in hand and I will do
that next over the coming week. And read it again after that. As I have done with several
previous ‘Mastering....’ books by this very knowledgeable and capable author with several
decades of experience.I spent a lot of time reading and rereading his book on the D500 last
winter and again in the Spring. The D500, to me, is the companion camera to the D850. And so
while waiting for this book on the D850 I felt the D500 book a good resource for the D850 as
well. The thing I like about these books are, not just the tips thruout by someone who has been
shooting professionally for decades, but also his personal ‘Settings Recommendations’ after
each section. I look forward to those things while reading each section. I also like the technical
explanations set aside here and there in the book for those like myself who choose to get a little
deeper in the subject matter.The camera is a technical marvel but the book explains it all very
well from start to finish. Much better than the manual and more concise as well as interesting.
It’s got a personal touch to it also. I think the authors books, especially this one, are perfect for
anyone who really wants to know their camera inside and out.Now like I said, I read this over a
couple of days - with 5 hours sleep in between. Reading his other books, and especially
‘Mastering the D500, made it easier because I knew what to expect and I’m very familiar with the
material and the D850 camera which I’ve had since last December. So also I’ve been looking
forward to this book since last December and to get around the wait I read the D500 backwards
and forwards since then with the D850 in mind.So the very helpful tips by a professional with
decades of experience, his ‘Settings Recommendations’, technical data placed throughout the
book for those like me with an interest (which are easily skipped over if you’re not inclined), well
thought out chapters with careful explanations for everything, camera diagrams, step by step
ways to adjust settings.........make this the only book you need to understand this wonderful
camera.”

Mark, “Comprehensive look at the best DSLR available.. Like all of Darrell Young's Nikon guides,
this (quite heavy) book is 650+ pages of pure-play camera. No photography basics, no lens
reviews, no Photoshop, just the camera and how it works and what the settings do. Every
control and menu item on the camera is exhaustively explained. It's beautifully printed and
bound too.  If you were one of the lucky few to snag this camera, it's worth your while to get this.”

Happy Flyfishers, “A great D850 reference. I purchased this book and the one by David Busch's
Nikon D850. They are both helpful and I would recommend buying both. This, of course,
assumes you are using the camera for more than family snapshots ... which is likely the case for



buyers of the D850. David Bush's Nikon D850 is organized a bit like the D850 manual but it
goes into a lot more detail about each feature and does well at explaining how to use the
camera. This book, Darrell Young's book, has a very different presentation. It is more organized
around the camera's menu. It is less of a "how to use the camera" book and more of a reference
book. It more assumes that you kinda know how to use the camera but want more information
about a feature or menu item. It is a great book to read with camera in hand to understand the
menu features and settings.”

AnthonyJosephson, “You Own a Nikon D850 - Now What?. Every page in the camera owners
manual explained?All camera’s menu items given with examples?Photos actually taken with the
camera being described?Color photos throughout the entire book?The author’s own
preferences, recommendations and experience in every chapter?All images clearly referenced
in the text?A downloadable version for your iPad too?What is this book, some kind of alternate
reality?No, this is “context meets comprehensive detail” in a way unusual for photography books.
The D850 is a technology marvel and Darrell Young’s book gives this camera the polished
treatment it truly deserves. Highly addictive and highly recommended. I have started many photo
books and have finished quite a few. But this is the first one that I want to absorb completely.
With the right balance of gently assuming what you already know and clearly explaining what
you don’t, this is a good read, even for the unfamiliar.Thank you Darrell!”

R.S., “A must for any serious D850 owner. Very thorough. Goes well with the manual.. The Nikon
D850 is a very complicated camera. I decided it had significant enough changes to my D800E
and D810 to warrant thoughtful study. 250 pages into this book, I have already gained a deeper
understanding of updated functions I never took the time to master on previous 800-series
models; such as proper application of user banks and bracketing modes. The settings
explanations and recommendations alone are worth the price of admission vs. only reading the
manual. The author expertly explains time-saving menu navigation techniques that I now use on-
site. Highly recommended...”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Could have been TEN STARS!. Whenever you upgrade cameras there is a
learning curve that has to be climbed before you feel competent to take the camera out and
product important work with it. I made the jump from a D700 tp the D850 a couple months ago.
When I bought the camera I had about two weeks to get a handle on the features and controls
before I had to use it to photograph my nieces last dance recital... I could have just taken the
D700 as I had for the past seven years but I wanted to do the best job possible since this was
the last recital she would likely ever do. This book was irreplacable as the ultimate guide to
understanding and mastering the use of the Nikon D850. Everything was broken down into
sections and explained in the order and method to make the learning task easy and efficient.
One thing that really made this great was that not only were things well explained but



recommendations were made by the author for how to setup the customizations (there are A
LOT of them) available on this camera. If you are looking for a guide to quickly mastering the
Nikon D850 look no further. This is the book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Rolls Royce of instruction books. I had been waiting for the printed
600+ page book on the D850 and in the end gave it up as a bad job. The book just was not in the
UK and was very late. In the end I decided to buy the Kindle version because I now have a
Kindle Fire colour tablet (the pictures in the book are in colour). As usual (I have had a lot of
Nikon cameras) this instruction book is absolutely thorough right down to the fine detail. That is
why I have called it the Rolls Royce of instruction books. I had been using the camera based on
a previous full frame camera settings. Within the first 20 pages of this book I was changing
things. The upgrade from the D810 to D850 is enormous and I had no idea about its capabilities.
If you need one book to get the true potential out of this camera then buy this one. It's just
brilliant and so easy to read.”

PAULA DAVIES, “Brilliant.. I have just finished reading this book from front to back. It is a brilliant
book, and just what I wanted. It presumes that you have some knowledge of photography, as this
is a pro camera, and goes into detail of all the settings in the camera, with in depth explanations
of all the choices/options. It also gives recommended settings that the author uses with
explanations as to why he uses them. Totally thorough, and exceptionally well written with good
screen shots and diagrams. It breaks down the complex into simple terms, and I can’t
recommend it highly enough. Thank you.”

RichZep, “The ONLY Nikon D850 book to own.. What a brilliant book. If you have upgraded to
the D850 you will need this. Much has been said in the previous reviews and there is little I can
add to enhance that. It is a joy to read and follow, easy instructions with plenty of photographic
illustrations. but I will comment on a couple of negative points that were mentioned in previous
reviews. Small print? It looks like an 11 or 12 Arial font which is about right considering it's 668
pages long. One reviewer was disappointed that it didn't have any information about
photographing sport. The book is about how to use one of the best cameras in the world, not
about shooting specific genre. Look elsewhere for how to photograph sport or any other genre. It
will tell you the best settings to use in various situations but it won't tell you how to set your
camera up. That's where this book comes back into play.”

Zomo, “Easy to read and understand. Brilliant book. I am an amateur photographer who has
spent 4 years with a D3400 and upgraded to the other end of the scale with the D850. I would
have been completely lost without this book. It is written in an accessible style and explains
every function clearly. 1000% recommend this book!”

Amax, “Comprehensive. A very weighty tome. Not for holiday reading! Everything that you ever



wanted to know about the D850. Lots of colour pictures, screen shots and other supporting
photos. I liked the authors conclusion at the end of each chapter. A good summary and helped
separate the key elements from the nice to have”

The book by Darrell Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 417 people have provided feedback.
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